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The CARS apparatus at OSU was modified to permit studies in the

0-500 cm
1

spectral region. The new low frequency capabilities were

then used to study molecular clusters formed in free expansion jets of

carbon dioxide. A strong cluster band was observed at 73 cm-1, with a

weaker shoulder at about 90 cm-1. Spectra recorded in the vi sym-

metric stretching region under the same expansion conditions suggested

the low frequency cluster bands were due to large aggregates. Com-

parison with a spontaneous Raman spectrum of crystalline CO2 confirmed

this, as the cluster bands were found to coincide with Eg and Tg

librational modes in the solid.

The 266 nm UV photodissociation of methyl iodide was studied in

the region of the vi symmetric stretch of the methyl radical. At

initial 20 200 ns photolysis/probe delays, near thermal rotational

distributions were seen at pressures of a few Torr, indicating that

the translational energy imparted to the CH3 upon dissociation was



rapidly transferred to other degrees of freedom. Zero delay studies

in the symmetric stretching region gave "near nascent" conditions in

which nearly equal amounts of vibrational excitation for the v2 =

0,1,2 states was observed.

Analysis of high resolution spectra of the methyl radical in the

symmetric stretching region yielded accurate rotational constants for

two states: (1000), B = 9.49662 cm-1, C = 4.69505 cm-1

(1100), B = 9.17738 cm-1, C = 4.76442 cm-1

The C-H bond length in the (1000) state was calculated to be 1.0836 A

while the equilibrium bond length was determined to be 1.0706 A. The

v fundamental was determined to be 3004.346 cm
-1

and, from the obser-
1

vation of the difference band v
1

+ v
2

- v2, the anharmonicity constant

-
X was found to be -5.9 cm

1
.

12

The possible reaction of CH3 with 02 was monitored via the pure

rotational CARS signal for oxygen. No evidence for the formation of

the peroxy intermediate CH3-02 was seen within 5 ns after disso-

ciation. This result is consistent with thermodynamic predictions at

the elevated temperatures (1000K) of the reaction mixture deduced from

the observed pure rotational distributions of oxygen.
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Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy of Transient Species

Chapter One Introduction

The research presented in this thesis describes the use of

Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering to study molecular clusters

formed in free expansion jets and to study the ultraviolet photo-

dissociation of methyl iodide. Chapter one provides some of the

background information on the theoretical aspects of the CARS signal
...

generation as well as a discussion of the pertinent aspects of free

jet expansions. In chapter two, studies of carbon dioxide aggregation

in the low frequency region are presented. This work represents the

first coherent Raman detection of the "intermolecular" vibrations

withinvan der Waals clusters. This chapter also provides a discussion

of the experimental aspects of low frequency coherent Raman spectros-

copy as well as a discussion of the general applicability of this

technique to condensed phases.

Studies on the photodissociation of methyl iodide, reported in

chapter three, focused on the detection of the methyl radical in both

the C-H stretching region and the low frequency pure rotational

region. High resolution Q-branch spectra of the methyl radical are

used to compute improved rotational constants for the v
1

= 1 state.

This chapter also includes a discussion of the collisionally induced

relaxation processes that the methyl radical undergoes following the

dissociation process.
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Nonlinear Raman Spectroscopy

It was over fifty years ago that the Indian physicist. Sir

Chandrasekhara V. Raman first reported that when dust free liquids or

gases were illuminated with monochromatic light the scattered light

contained not only the incident frequency (Rayleigh scattering) but

also light of different frequencies (Raman scattering).
1

The fre-

quency shift of the scattered light was found to be characteristic of

the scattering medium and corresponded to rotational and vibrational

levels within the molecules in the medium. Thus, Raman scattering

quickly became a useful tool to the molecular spectroscopist. In

particular it was realized that the selection rules which govern Raman

spectroscopy are different from and complementary to those of infrared

absorption spectroscopy.
2

For example, totally symmetric vibrations

are not seen in the infrared but are very strong in the Raman

spectrum. Thus in order to have a complete description of the molec-

ular vibrations in a molecule both Raman and infrared spectra are

necessary.

The major limitation of Raman spectroscopy has always been the

weakness of the effect. In a typical Raman experiment for a gas at 10

Torr pressure only 1 photon in 10
15

will be inelastically scattered.

Even with the use of laser sources (10
19

photons/sec) only 10
4

photons/sec will be Raman scattered. These signal levels are very low

and can be easily masked by sample fluorescence or luminescence.

The development of the laser in the early 1960's brought a new
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field of nonlinear optical spectroscopy which took advantage of the

nonlinear response of matter to the very intense electric fields

generated at the focus of pulsed laser beams. In particular, coherent

anti-Stokes Raman scattering was first observed by Maker and Terhune

in 1965.
4

The early experiments were severely limited by the lack of

tunable, high-power laser sources. However with the development of

the pulsed dye-laser in the early 1970's came the rapid advancement of

Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS). CARS provides all of

the information one obtains from spontaneous Raman spectroscopy and

has a number of significant advantages over spontaneous Raman

scattering. These advantages are:

1) Signal levels are - 105 larger than those of spontaneous Raman

scattering.

2) The signal is coherent, thus the anti-Stokes light emerges as a

collimated beam greatly improving the collection efficiency.

3) Discrimination against fluorescence is possible since the light

detected is at a higher frequency than the input beams.

4) Higher resolution studies are possible since this is determined by

laser bandwidth, not dispersion of analyzing spectrometer.

Thus, many of the inherent limitations of spontaneous Raman

scattering were overcome with CARS. However CARS does possess its own

set of shortcomings. The major disadvantage of CARS is the presence

of a nonresonant background which can limit the sensitivity of CARS

and can distort the observed line shapes. (This will be discussed

further in the next section.) Another drawback is that the equipment

is expensive and is not readily tuned over the entire 0-4000 cm-1
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shift range. Despite these limitations, the overall advantages of

CARS has made it a popular alternative to that of spontaneous Raman

scattering for a number of demanding applications.

Theory of CARS

There have been many review articles and papers published on the

theoretical basis for CARS signal generation.
5-12

Here, only the

basic features are presented as a means of illustrating the general

aspects of CARS. Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering is an example

of a four wave mixing process which relies on the interaction of an

electric field with a medium via its nonlinear susceptibility. In

such an optical mixing experiment, incident waves at frequencies wo,

w , and w
2
are coupled via x

(3)
, the third order susceptibility of the

medium. As a result of the coupling a bulk polarization, EP, is

induced in the medium.

P = x
(3)

E .E .E
0 1 2

This oscillating dipole then acts as a radiation source term at sums

and differences of the input frequencies, and thus new waves at fre-

quencies, w
3
=wo±w

1

±w2 , are generated. In the case of CARS, w
o

is chosen to be equal to w for experimental simplicity and thus, the

anti-Stokes frequency, w2, equals 2w 1- w2. Traditionally, for vibra-

tional studies it is the Stokes beam, w
2

, that is input and the anti-

Stokes signal, w2, that is detected as this eliminates fluorescent

problems. However for pure rotational studies one often scans through

the Rayleigh line, wi, and the resultant spectrum will contain both a
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CARS portion and a CSRS (Coherent Stokes Raman Scattering) portion

where the role of w and w are reversed. In this thesis the CARS
2 3

portion is denoted by a positive Raman shift while the CSRS portion is

denoted by a negative Raman shift.

Figure 1.1 depicts the energy level diagram for coherent Raman

processes as well as for spontaneous Raman scattering. One sees from

Figure 1.1 that for both CARS and CSRS there is no net change in state

of the molecule whereas for spontaneous Raman scattering the energy

state of the molecule is altered. For coherent Raman processes the

intensity of the Stokes and anti-Stokes scattered light is equal

whereas for spontaneous Raman scattering the anti-Stokes scattered

light is weaker due to the Boltzmann population factor. The mixing of

w and w occurs for all samples, wherever the beams are overlapped,
1 2

and will produce a nonresonant signal for all wl and w2 as shown in

Figure 1.1. However if w
1

w
2

corresponds to a Raman active reso-

nance in the medium, w
if

, then the anti-Stokes signal at w
3

is greatly

enhanced. CARS spectra, which are composed of these Raman resonances,

are generated by scanning the frequency of w2 and detecting the signal

at w
3

The intensity of the anti-Stokes signal at w3 can be derived by

using Maxwell's equations to relate the amplitude of the wave at w3 to

the third order susceptibility in the expansion of the polarization

produced by incident plane waves w and w . One finds:
12

1 2

256n
4
W
2

3 (3)
1

2

1
2

I
Tin(Akt/2) 12

I =
3 Akt/2 )

n2n n c
41 CARS' 1 2

1 2 3

(1.2)

where I
i
is the intensity of the i'th laser beam, X

(3)
is the third

CARS
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order nonlinear susceptibility, t is the interaction length, and Ak =
n w

2k
i

k
2

k
3

, is the phase mismatch. Here k
i

with n
1

being thei

i

ith refractive at w
i

. Equation 1.2 serves to exemplify many of the

characteristic features of the CARS process. The signal intensity

scales as the product of the Stokes laser intensity and the square of

the pump laser intensity. This result clearly illustrates the advan-

tage of using high power, focused laser beams for and w2. However,

there is a limit in that one must avoid extremely high laser powers as

saturation of the molecular transition from state i to f can lead to

anomalous relative intensities. For example Taran et al.
13

have

investigated saturation effects on the v = 0 -> 1 transition of nitro-

gen. For focal power densities of 30 GW/cm
2

in w and 1 GW/cm
2

in w2,
2'

the intensity of the lines in the Q-branch were reduced and broadened.

Reducing pump beam powers by a factor of four produced no observable

-
distortions for an instrumental resolution of 0.05 cm

1
. Typical

focal power densities for experiments presented in this thesis were 8

GW/cm
2

in w and 1 GW/cm
2

in w so that saturation effects on inten-
1 2

sity measurements should be negligible.

Other factors limiting the maximum powers of wi and w2 include

sample breakdown and the optical stark effect. The strong electric

field at the laser focus can often cause large scale ionization of the

sample at the focus. This "breakdown" is a strong function of the

particular sample and pressure at which one is working. The optical

Stark effect can shift, split or broaden spectral transitions and

thereby limit the sensitivity, however normally the effect can only be

observed under high resolution. (Taran et al.
13

did not observe any



Stark broadening in the previously mentioned experiments where satur-

ation distortions were observed.)

From Equation 1.1 one also sees that for proper phase matching

(Ak=0), the sinc term [sin(Akt/2)/(Akt/2)) will be one and thus the

CARS signal increases as t 2. This phase matching constraint makes

CARS studies in condensed phases difficult as in dispersive media the

index of refraction will change as one scans Stokes laser frequency.

In a highly dispersive medium like benzene, one is limited to about a

- 1 1 5

50 cm scan range before the phase matching angle must be adjusted.

The primary molecular property of interest in these experiments

is x
(3)

which contains all of the information useful to spectros-
CARS

copists. x
(3)

has been shown to be:
12

( 3 ) i f idal
x = Xnr + L£

4hw

4 N - N

4 (w £i-
i

W
1
+ W

2
ir

f i

) 00
2

(1.3)

where (N N ) is the difference in the number density between the
f

lower and upper states of the transition,
dO

is the spontaneous

Raman cross section, r
fi

is the natural Raman linewidth of the tran-

sition and x is the nonresonant susceptibility. The CARS signal is
nr

quadratic in x
(3)

(Eq 1.2) and thus is proportional to the square of

the difference of the populations of the two states involved. Since

the spontaneous Raman cross section appears in x
(3)

the vibrational

and rotational selection rules for the CARS process are the same as

those for spontaneous Raman spectroscopy.

From Equation 1.3, one sees that x
(3)

is a sum of a real and

imaginary part. The purely electronic contribution, x , is real and
nr

X
(3)

=X
,

+IX +Xnr
(1.4)

independent of input frequencies provided they are well removed from
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any electronic resonances in the molecule. Kiefer
16

has shown that

the resonant real and imaginary parts may be written as:

x' = Rex = 2A

x' ' = Imx =

J

N A

4A
2

+ r
2

N r

402 + r
2

(1.5)

(1.6)

where A is a constant proportional to the Raman cross section for the

transition which, for totally symmetric vibrations, is assumed to be

independent of index j. F is the natural line width of the transition

and is also assumed to be independent of j. In Equations 1.5 and 1.6

the letter j indexes all Raman resonances w , with A. = w. (w
1

w2 ).

N is the population difference factor of the two states involved in

the transition and for high frequency vibrational resonances this

factor is nearly equal to the population of the lower state. The

overall frequency dependence of the CARS signal is determined by the

square of the susceptibility and is thus:

(3) 2 2
Ix 1

2
= (X')

2
(X") + (x

nr
) 2X/X

nr
(1.7)

I x

(3) 2
I and the contributions to it are plotted in Figure 1.2. For

x # 0 a distortion in the CARS line shape is seen. If x is very
nr nr

large relative to x' and x" then only the latter two terms in Equa-

tion 1.3 will contribute to x
(3).

x will be large relative to x'
nr

and x" if the latter correspond to a small Raman cross section or if

the species of interest is present in low relative concentration (as

is often the case for solute/solvent mixtures and matrix isolated

species). The presence of a nonresonant background is the principal
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limitation of CARS as an analytical technique for detection of trace

constituents. However, such interferences can be useful as well since

it is possible to use line shape distortions to determine Raman cross

sections relative to the more easily measured xn, values.

In addition to interferences from
Xnr'

if several Raman reso-

nances are closely spaced then adjacent lines can interfere with each

other as x
(3)

is a summation over all molecular states. This can

cause the observed CARS frequencies to be slightly shifted from the

"true" frequencies. Corrections for such shifts may be necessary if

one wants to accurately measure vibrational-rotational frequencies

using CARS.

Despite the added experimental complexities the very high

spectral, spatial and temporal resolution capabilities of CARS has

made it a very useful spectroscopic technique with numerous appli-

cations. The work presented in this thesis entails its use as a probe

of free jet expansions and as a probe of the short-lived intermediates

generated in a photochemical reaction. The principles relevant to the

supersonic expansions studies are considered below and the latter

photodissociation investigation of methyl iodide will be discussed in

detail in chapter three.

Theory of Free Expansion Jets

Supersonic free jet expansions are in widespread use in gas phase

spectroscopy since they permit the study of very cold gas phase

samples at number densities far in excess of their equilibrium values.
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Rotational cooling occurs very quickly in the expansion and thus only

the lowest rotational states are probed. This "collapse" of the

rotational envelope greatly increases sensitivity. This is

particularly true in the case of CARS, where the signal scales as the

square of the population density. For example in Figure 1.3 pure

rotational CARS spectra are calculated for nitrogen at 300K and 50K.

One sees a factor of -25 increase in the CARS signal intensity as a

result of the rotational cooling. If one is studying larger,

polyatomic molecules the rotational cooling enhances the signals even

more and also greatly simplifies the resultant spectra, making state

assignments much more apparent. In addition, the low densities and

unidirectional flow of the gas greatly reduces linewidth contributions

from pressure and Doppler broadening so that high resolution

measurements can more easily be made.

There is also considerable interest in free jet expansions in

that the very cold condensing environment permits the study of

clusters ranging in size from binary to very large aggregates which

mimic the bulk phase. Much of the research on these clusters has

focused on smaller (binary, tertiary etc.) clusters as these species

permit the study of the anisotropic attractive forces between

molecules. The relative simplicity of these smaller complexes allows

for the construction of accurate potentials which may include a large

number of molecular interactions. However, as our understanding of

these smaller clusters continues to grow it is natural to seek similar

information on larger clusters that more closely represent the bulk

phase. Recently Beck and Nibler17 reported observing liquid, super
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cooled liquid, a-solid and (3 -solid nitrogen at various stages within

one expansion. Thus, these free jet expansions represent a technique

in which a wide variety of cluster sizes and phases of matter can be

studied by simply varying the extent of condensation that occurs in

the expansion or by probing at different positions along the expansion

axis.

A supersonic free jet expansion is formed when a gas at high

pressure is expanded through a very small orifice into a vacuum. Free

jet expansions can be described thermodynamically as an isentropic and

isenthalpic process in which the random thermal energy of the static

gas in the reservoir is converted into energy associated with the

directed mass flow of the gas. One can then obtain a downstream temp-

erature, pressure or density based on the thermodynamic requirements

of the conservation of enthalpy and entropy.
18

If h0 is the enthalpy

per unit mass in the reservoir and u is the flow velocity then

ho = h + u2 /2

For an ideal gas

ho- h = C
p
(T

0 (77 1)
T) R(T

o
T)]

(1.8)

(1.9)

where = C
p
/C

v
, R is the gas constant and C

p
and C

v
are the heat

capacities per unit mass at constant pressure and volume respectively.

T is the downstream temperature and To is the reservoir temperature.

The local speed of sound, a, is then related to the local temperature

(for an ideal gas) via

a = (/RT)1/2 (1.10)

Combining Equations 1.8-1.10 we have
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)2
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0

where M = the Mach number = u/a. The relationship between the

pressure and density and the Mach number can be obtained using the

ideal gas law and the relationship P = const. p' which is true for an

isentropic process in an ideal gas. The relationships are:

T
( 721 ) M2 ) 1-7P

P
0 {

1

PO
= 1 +

( -1 ]
M2

)1_7

(1.12)

(1.13)

However, in order to calculate the temperature, pressure and density

as a function of the distance out along the expansion one needs to

know the Mach number as a function of position. The Mach number

cannot be obtained from thermodynamics. One must solve the

hydrodynamic flow Equations describing the inviscid flow through an

opening in a thin wall. No analytical solution has been found,

however Ashkenas and Sherman have calculated numerically the desired

properties for individual streamlines and found that, for along the

centerline of the expansion, the following fitting formula holds:19

M =A x0 1

D D)

1
1

2

A

x x0

D

(1.1 4 )

where A and x
o
are constants which are dependent upon and D is the

diameter of the orifice.

In Figure 1.4, the temperature, pressure, density, flow speed and

Mach number are plotted as a function of X/D for the Ashkenas and

Sherman expansion theory. From these profiles several things are
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apparent. First, the expansion occurs rapidly and is nearly complete

within two or three nozzle diameters of the tip. Typical nozzle

diameters are on the order of a few hundred microns and thus the most

dramatic cooling occurs within a millimeter of the tip.

One sees in Figure 1.4(c) that for nitrogen the flow velocity

does not get much higher than 700 m/s which is about twice the speed

of sound in air at 000 (331 m/s). Thus, the large Mach numbers

obtained in a supersonic expansion are not due to large flow

velocities but rather to the very low temperatures that occur. Townes

and Winkelmann present an interesting picture of the cooling that

occurs in the expansion which clarifies the notion of temperature in a

free jet expansion.
20

In a static gas the translational temperature

is defined in terms of the width of the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity

distribution and the vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom are

assumed to be in equilibrium with the translational degrees of

freedom. In Figure 1.5 one sees that for a static gas the one dimen-

sional distribution of velocities is centered on v = 0 and has a
x

width which increases as T increases. For an expanding gas v is not
x

zero and thus the center of the distribution shifts to a non-zero

value. Along with the shift there is a narrowing of the distribution.

This narrowing is due to the fact that in the beam, nearest neighbors

collide so as to achieve similar speeds, and thus effectively cooling

the translational degrees of freedom.

The many collisions that occur early in the expansion serve to

relax the rotational as well as the translational degrees of freedom

although the two temperatures need not necessarily be equal. However
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for high pressure expansions (Po > 5 Atm), Bozlee21 has shown that the

observed rotational temperatures ought to accurately reflect the local

translational temperature. Translational-vibrational relaxation in an

expansion is often quite slow and the actual rates depend upon which

mode and which molecule are being relaxed. For the expansion condi-

tions used in the experiments presented in this thesis, it will be

assumed that T >> T T . I t is the translational temper-
vib r o t trans

ature that is plotted in Figure 1.4.

One further point concerning Figure 1.4. The plot of the Mach

number as a function of X/D implies that the Mach number continues to

increase indefinitely. However this is not the case, since even for

an expansion into a perfect vacuum eventually the gas density becomes

low enough that there would be no further binary collisions. When

this happens all of the degrees of freedom are frozen and thus the

temperature cannot change. For such a case the terminal Mach number

is given by:
19

1

P 2

M = 0.67
o

T Pcell
(1.13)

Thus by increasing the driving pressure, Po, or nozzle diameter colder

expansions can be achieved. Of course the expansion is not into a

perfect vacuum but into one in which there is a finite cell pressure.

In such a case it will be the cell pressure which will limit the size

of the expansion volume and thus the extent of cooling which will

occur. The point in the expansion in which the expanding gas collides

with the background gas creating shock waves is called the Mach disc.

The position and diameter of the Mach disc is given by:
18
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Xm =

3
D pcell
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(1.14)

D
m
= 0.45 X

m
(1.15)

In the experiments described in this thesis a pulsed nozzle was used

to produce the supersonic expansion which allows for very high driving

pressures without the need for large pumps. Typical driving pressures

were 10-15 atm while cell pressures were generally less than one Torr.

From Equation 1.14 with D = 250 microns the Mach disc will be located

17 mm away from the tip of the nozzle, while in these experiments

distances probed were generally within 2 mm of the tip of the nozzle.

Further out in the expansion the number density becomes very low

making it difficult to probe by coherent Raman methods.
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Chapter Two Low Frequency Coherent Raman Spectroscopy

Introduction

This chapter details the development of CARS for use in the very

low frequency region and its application to the study of CO2 clusters.

This region is difficult to probe as the CARS signal beam and the

incident Stokes and pump beams are all very close in frequency and

thus difficult to separate. Yet exploitation of this spectral region

allows for the study of the pure rotations of most molecules as well

as the low frequency modes of heavier molecules. Since the pure

rotational spectrum of most molecules lies within 200 cm-1 of zero

shift one can readily scan this frequency range with a single dye and

thus eliminate the need for multiple dyes necessary to span the vibra-

tional region. This restricted scan range, coupled with the feature

of widely spaced, rotational S-branch lines allows for the possible

detection of any number of simple molecules simultaneously. Analysis

of pure rotational Raman spectra yields ground state rotational con-

stants directly and hence molecular geometries whereas vibrational

Q-branch spectra give only the difference in rotational constants of

the ground and upper state. Another advantage of pure rotational

spectra is that they are easily fit to calculated spectra and give a

direct measurement of the rotational temperature of the sample. Thus,

pure rotational CARS spectra can be used for determining number

density, temperature, and structure of a wide variety of molecules
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with minimum perturbation to the experimental setup.

Of particular interest to us was the development of low frequency

CARS to probe free expansion jets. These expansions provide a means

of producing small molecular aggregates in sufficient concentration to

be probed by coherent Raman methods. The use of low frequency CARS to

probe these complexes would allow for the possible detection of the

new low frequency stretching or bending vibrations created upon for-

mation of the cluster.

As mentioned earlier the primary difficulty in obtaining low

frequency CARS spectra is the separation of the very intense pump and

Stokes beams from the much weaker CARS signal beam, the frequencies of

which are all nearly degenerate for small frequency shifts. (At the

limit of zero shift w = w
2

= w
3
.) Thus, for low frequency

measurements, absorptive filters and dichroics cannot be used to

separate the CARS beam from the incident beams. Other more minor

problems associated with the low frequency region include inter-

ferences from the resonant signals of the optical components (i.e.

glass at - 450 cm -1) and from the broadband superradiant background

present in dye lasers. Despite these difficulties, the exper-

imentalists have persisted and low frequency CARS spectra have been

reported for a variety of molecules using an assortment of discrim-

inatory techniques.
20-29

These techniques have evolved over a number

of years and were by no means routine at the outset of this research

project.

The use of CARS in the pure rotational region was first reported

by Beattie et al. in 1978.20 A non-degenerate, four color, collinear
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phase matching technique was used to record the pure rotational

spectrum of air to within - 40 cm-1 of zero shift. This approach had

the disadvantage that two dye lasers were necessary to generate wo and

w
1

, yet did permit the frequencies of w
o

and w
1

to be well removed

from w
2

and w3. Prisms, gratings and a polarization analyzer were

then used to separate w2 from w3. The use of a polarizer to eliminate

background scattered light at the pump frequency is a technique

employed throughout the work presented in this thesis. In a CARS

experiment, if the polarization of the pump and Stokes laser are

crossed, then the polarization of the CARS signal will follow that of

the Stokes beam and a Glan-Thompson polarizer can be used to reduce

pump beam background light. Since pure rotations of molecules are

depolarized there is little loss in sensitivity, [(3/4)2], in per-

forming a depolarized CARS experiment rather than the polarized

equivalent.

From Beattie's results it was clear that spatial rather than

spectral separation of the CARS signal beam would be necessary to

effectively scan to zero shift. To this end two possible arrangements

were demonstrated, a small angle, non-phase matched configuration21

and folded BOXCARS, a three dimensional phase matching technique.22

The latter of these two techniques was employed for all of the low

frequency measurements presented in this thesis. One sees in Figure

2.1 that for the folded BOXCAR phase matching geometry, the CARS

signal emerges spatially separated from all input beams and that a

simple aperture can be used to block the input frequencies. From

Figure 2.1 one also sees that the incident laser beams are overlapped
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2.. The folded Boxcars phase matching geometry aria
wavevecLor diagram.
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at a single point in space and thus the CARS signal is generated at

this point only. This effectively eliminates any nonresonant contri-

butions from optics or air and also provides very high spatial reso-

lution.

A third technique, employed for some of the low frequency

measurements, involves the use of an iodine filter to eliminate

background pump frequency light. If w
1
has a very narrow linewidth

and is tunable, at least over a small range (2 cm-1) , then wi can be

tuned to match a strong iodine absorption peak. Thus, by insertion of

a 10 cm iodine cell in the CARS signal beam, any stray light at (di

will be absorbed. This technique is desirable in that a polarized

CARS experiment can be performed, which is advantageous for the study

of low frequency vibrations. However in instances when rotational

lines are very closely spaced, absorption of the CARS signal by the

iodine filter can lead to spurious intensity measurements.

A fourth technique, similar in theory to Beattie's four color

experiment, employs the use of a broadband source, at an arbitrary

frequency for one of the input beams and a fixed frequency source as

the other input beam.
23

The different frequency components of the

broadband source serve to pump rotational resonances which are then

probed with the fixed frequency laser. For such an arrangement the

CARS spectrum is generated in one laser shot and when coupled with a

broadband detector (i.e. optical multi-channel analyzer) single pulse

temperature and species measurements can be made. However signal

levels are somewhat lower when a broadband source is used as the

Stokes beam because the same (or less) dye power is distributed over
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all lines. Also, the Raman shift one can scan is limited by the

lasing bandwidth of the Stokes laser (usually about 200 cm
-1

) whereas

when grating tuning w2 one can cover 1000 cm
-1

Raman shift. While

some preliminary measurements were made using this technique, it

proved less sensitive for the research described herein.

Low Frequency CARS--Experimental

The low frequency CARS apparatus, depicted in Figure 2.2,

consisted of a single mode injection-seeded Nd-YAG laser (Quanta Ray

DCR-1A and Lightwave Electronics Model 6300 Injection Seeder) and a

grating tuned C-500 dye laser (Quanta Ray PDL-1). The Nd-YAG laser

in the seeded operation produces 1.06 pm radiation in 8 ns pulses with

a linewidth of 55 MHz at 10 Hz. The 1.06 pm radiation is frequency

doubled via a KD*P crystal to produce the second harmonic at 532 nm

which is then summed with the residual 1.06 pm radiation in a second

KD*P crystal to produce the third harmonic at 355 nm. The third

harmonic is used to pump the dye laser, the output of which serves as

the Stokes beam while the residual 532 provides the two wi pump beams.

Typical powers were 8-10 mJ/p (millijoules per pulse) per pump beam,

and 0.5 2.0 mJ/p in the Stokes beam for 30 mJ/p of 355 into the dye

laser. The dye laser is tuned by rotating a grating which serves as

the rear reflector of the oscillator cavity. The grating, which is

controlled by a stepper motor, can be stepped in 0.024 A for coumarin

dyes. All spectra were recorded at 0.3 cm 1, the spectral width of

the Stokes beam.
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The folded BOXCAR geometry was employed in all of the low fre-

quency experiments. The pump and Stokes beams were brought to a focus

with a 300 mm lens with typical crossing angles of 2 degrees. An

aperture was then used to block the input beams while passing the CARS

beam. Background scattered light at 532 nm was reduced by means of a

spatial filter and a Glan-Thompson polarizer or a 10 cm iodine filter

placed in the signal beam. The CARS signal was then sent to a mono-

chromator (McPherson 215 0.3 m or for shifts < 20 cm-1 a Spex 1402

0.75 m) to further reduce any stray light. The detector was a photo-

multiplier tube (RCA 31032A) operating at 1750 V. The output of the

PMT was averaged with a home built boxcar integrator based on an Evans

associates pulse integrator (Model 4141). It was then amplified (RCA

3140 op amp ) and digitized on a microcomputer (AST 286/Lab Master

DMA). The computer also controlled the scanning drives on both the

dye laser and the monochromator. For very low signal levels a preamp

was used before the boxcar integrator (Tektronix type 1A7A High Gain

Differential Amplifier).

For the experiments in which the Nd-Yag laser was used in the

seeded operation, a "bad shot detector", built by Ming Yang, was used

to discriminate against multi-mode laser shots or shots of the wrong

frequency. Discrimination was based on the transmittance of w1

through an iodine cell as detected by a photodiode. The frequency of

w is first tuned to match a strong iodine absorption peak and a "good
1

shot" light level is established. For these shots the "bad shot

detector" will output a pulse which serves to trigger the boxcar

integrator and the A/D external start on the computer. For a bad
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shot, the transmittance of w
1

through the iodine cell will increase

and therefore the amount of light impingent on the photodiode will

increase. When the amount of light the photodiode senses increases

above a certain preset level, no trigger pulse will be output to the

boxcar integrator or the computer and thus no data will be taken.

The pulsed nozzle assembly used in these experiments was based

upon a commercially available BMW fuel injector valve (Bosch Type 0

280 150 152). The nozzle, which has been extensively modified by Dr.

George Pubanz, is described in detail in his Ph. D. thesis.
30

The

nozzle was housed in a dewar assembly which was then mounted to the

sample cell which was in turn mounted on an xyz translational stage to

allow for precise positioning of the nozzle tip with respect to the

laser beams. The incorporation of a dewar assembly permitted cooling

of the gas prior to expansion. The cooling was achieved either by use

of a constant temperature slush bath or by flowing compressed air

through a dewar of liquid nitrogen and then into the dewar/nozzle

assembly. By adjusting the flow rate of the air through the dewar of

liquid nitrogen one could vary the temperature of the gas in the

reservoir. The temperature was determined by a thermocouple placed

within the nozzle housing. Opening of the nozzle was achieved by a

special nozzle driver built by Dr. Brian Bozlee.19

Preliminary Results and Applications

In Figure 2.3 pure rotational spectra of nitrogen in a free jet

expansion are shown for several discriminatory techniques. In Figure
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2.3 (a) the CARS beam was generated spatially separate from the input

beams using folded BOXCARS, apertured off and then sent to an 0.3 m

monochromator with no additional filtering. In the middle trace, a

spatial filter was used to further reduce the background scattered

light by a factor of ten, while in Figure 2.3 (c), elimination of wi

is achieved via a Glan-Thompson polarizer. Similar results are

obtained if one uses an iodine filter in place of the polarizer.

Once the background scattered light was sufficiently reduced pure

rotational CARS spectra in free jet expansions of many of the gases on

hand were recorded. Figure 2.4 shows a sampling of these spectra.

For these simple molecules, the 0.3 cm 1 resolution at which these

spectra were recorded, was sufficient to resolve the rotational

structure.

In the discussion of free expansion jets it was stated that the

translational and rotational degrees of freedom need not be in

equilibrium but, for large driving pressures and low X/D the two ought

to be very close. To test this a series of nitrogen spectra were

recorded at various positions along the expansion axis. The results,

shown in Figure 2.5, confirm that for a stagnation pressure of 10 atm,

the translational and rotational degrees of freedom are indeed in near

equilibrium. The rotational temperature was determined by fitting the

observed CARS intensities to calculated spectra of the form:

I
CARS

(J) = -aCkro gi (NI[ Nf )

2

(2. 1)

where
dos

is the differential scattering cross section and is es-

sentially a J dependent line strength term,31 gi is the nuclear spin
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statistical weight of the initial state, and (Ni - Nf) is the popu-

lation difference factor as calculated from a Boltzmann distribution.

We note that here, in contrast to vibrational studies, one cannot

ignore the population of the final state involved.

From these preliminary "tests" of the low frequency CARS spec-

trometer one sees what a potentially useful technique this is. As

stated earlier one of our main motivations in developing such a spec-

trometer was in the possible detection of the low frequency van der

Waals modes of the molecular clusters formed in free jet expansions.

Results for such studies on CO aggregates are presented next.

Results of Carbon Dioxide Cluster Studies

The first Raman detection of VDW molecules in the low frequency

region was reported in 1982 by Silvera et al.32 Spontaneous intra-

cavity Raman scattering was used to observe argon dimers in a free jet

expansion. No other reports of low frequency cluster studies using

Raman detection have been reported.

Carbon dioxide clusters have been the subject of numerous

investigations, perhaps because there has been considerable dis-

agreement among research groups as to the structure of the dimer.

There was considerable experimental and theoretical evidence that

favored either a T-shaped dimer33-36 or a parallel offset dimer,

the structures of which are shown below. Most pertinent to this

37-39
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effort was the use of CARS to detect several of the smaller clusters

of CO
2

formed in free jet expansions.
34

In this work, Pubanz,

Maroncelli and Nibler observed three weak bands at slightly lower

frequencies than the very strong vi Q-branch, which they attributed to

dimer, trimer and polymer. This was the first Raman data available on

the CO
2

dimer, and based on existing infrared data and the rule of

mutual exclusion they concluded that the dominant dimer species had

the parallel offset structure. This was subsequently confirmed by

high resolution studies of the v + v overtone transition.
40

1 3

From this early CARS work, expansion conditions were known in

which smaller CO
2

clusters were present. These conditions, listed

below, were reproduced and spectra were recorded in the low frequency

%CO in Helium X/D T
o
(K) P

o
(Atm)

2

5 1.7 258 12.2
5 2.1 208 12.0

region. While pure rotational spectra of the CO2 monomer were readily

observed, no conclusive evidence for smaller clusters was seen.

In order to increase the number density near the tip of the

nozzle and therefore the sensitivity of the spectrometer, higher

driving pressures and a slit nozzle were employed. The slit nozzle
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was 0.25 mm wide and 1 mm long and oriented along the laser beam axis.

Driving pressures up to 80 atm were employed. At such high pressures

the nozzle was operated at room temperature to avoid condensation

within the nozzle tip. Finally, under these extreme conditions a weak

cluster band was detected at - -70 cm-1. As seen in Figure 2.6 this

band is much weaker than the pure rotational lines of the monomer.

Under the expansion conditions which produced the clusters of Figure

2.6, (neat CO2, Po = 60.5 Atm, T
o

= 295 K and x = 850 p), one could

readily observe scattering by eye where the laser beams crossed the

expansion axis. This scattering resulted in noisy spectra

and occasional "spikes" due to the formation of very large solid

particles. This scattering from the particles in the expansion itself

is, of course, a more acute problem in the low frequency region.

After the initial observation of this weak cluster band in a neat

CO
2

expansion, reservoir conditions were varied in an attempt to

reduce the amount of scattering and to increase the intensity of the

cluster band. In particular, it was hoped that seeding the CO2 in a

carrier gas would inhibit the formation of the large solid particles

that caused the "spiking". Also, in studying the cluster band as a

function of dilution one might expect to learn something about the

size of the observed cluster. As lower relative amounts of CO were
2

being used, one could now cool the reservoir down to promote

aggregation.

Representative spectra of these CO2 mixtures are shown in Figure

2.7. From these spectra several things are apparent. First, the

-
cluster band is centered at 73 cm

1
and, while it sharpens somewhat as
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one goes to more dilute expansion conditions, the overall shape does

not change much, nor does the intensity. Secondly, a weak shoulder at

- 90 cm
-1

is observed under some expansion conditions. Also the pure

rotational lines of the monomer, which are readily observable at

higher concentrations and serve to calibrate the spectrum are well

removed from the cluster band for the more dilute expansions because

of enhanced rotational cooling.

While the spectra of Figure 2.7 serve to prove that the feature

is real and reproducible under a wide range of conditions, the size of

the cluster is still undetermined. In Figure 2.8 a spectrum of the v
1

region recorded under the same conditions as Figure 2.7 (c) is shown.

The band Pubanz
39

associated with polymer is seen to be the dominant

feature in the spectrum. Thus, it is concluded that the low frequency

cluster band must also be due to large CO2 aggregates.

To test whether the low frequency cluster band is due to CO

aggregates large enough to take on the bulk solid characteristics,

spontaneous Raman studies of neat CO2 and matrix isolated CO2 were

undertaken by Kyung Hee Lee. A comparison of Figure 2.7 (c) with that

of a spontaneous Raman spectrum of crystalline CO2 is shown in Figure

2.9. The observed cluster band coincides with a very strong feature

in the CO solid spectrum which has been attributed to an E libra-
2

tional mode in the solid.
41

The weak shoulder, that was sometimes

observed in the jet spectra can also be assigned to a T mode of the

CO solid. The carbon dioxide unit cell showing the form of the two

observed librations, is shown in Figure 2.10. Thus the evidence seems

clear that these aggregates are crystalline in character. To our
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Figure 2.10: CO unit cell showing E
g
and T

g
librations.
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knowledge, this is the first observation of "lattice mode" vibrations

in free jet expansions by any spectroscopic technique.

Discussion

The initial goal of this research was the detection of low fre-

quency VDW modes of small molecular aggregates. Attempts to detect

the carbon dioxide dimer were unsuccessful. This could be due to the

lower sensitivity of the CARS spectrometer in this spectral region or,

if the Raman active modes of the dimer were much lower in frequency,

these very weak signals would always be shrouded by the very strong

signals observed from the monomer lines.

However, in light of the recent Stimulated Raman studies (SRS) on

the "internal" modes of large nitrogen clusters formed in free jet

expansions by Beck and Nibler,15 the present work in the low frequency

"external" mode region is extremely exciting. Experiments in the low

frequency region on cold static samples as well as extremely conden-

sing expansions would be especially interesting in that the temper-

ature dependent lineshifts and linewidths more directly reveal the

dynamical and structural properties of molecular crystals. Also, the

differences in the physical properties of the bulk material as

compared with these intermediate size clusters formed in jet

expansions are not understood. Preliminary results of investigations

on nitrogen clusters indicate finite size effects can be observed

using coherent Raman methods. 42 Further investigation of such effects

in the low frequency region have great potential as in this spectral
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region, IR measurements are very difficult and microwave techniques

are not applicable to condensed phases.

Is CARS better than SRS for studies of large aggregates and/or

equilibrium bulk samples? The generally higher signal levels charac-

teristic of CARS should offer some advantage. One present disad-

vantage is instrument resolution. The SRS spectrometer employed by

Beck and Nibler has an instrumental resolution of 0.003 cm
-1

where as

the CARS spectrometer has an instrumental resolution of 0.3 cm-1. The

shifts observed in going from liquid phase through the (3 -phase and to

the a-phase of nitrogen were less than 2 cm -1, such a small shift

could not be measured accurately with 0.3 cm 1 resolution. It should

be noted that nitrogen may be unusual in that the shifts with phase

are small and that the lines are very sharp. In other cases, partic-

ularly for lattice vibrations in the low frequency region, the line

shifts and widths should be larger. For example, the observed lattice

modes of carbon dioxide in Figure 2.9 all have linewidths on the order

of a few wavenumbers. Such "broad" lines do not require high reso-

lution and indeed would be more difficult to detect using SRS. The

CARS results here suggest that a more detailed study of solid CO2 and

large CO2 clusters is more sensibly done by CARS and could prove to be

quite fruitful.

Finally, as further evidence for the applicability of CARS to the

study of large clusters we mention experiments performed on acetylene

in the v
1

region. Solid acetylene exists in two ordered phases. Below

133K it is orthorhombic and above 133K it is cubic.
43,44

In the v
1

C-H stretching region the Raman spectrum of both the solid phases
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Figure 2.11: CARS spectra of 3% C2H2 in neon expansions as a function

of X/D. P
o

= 17 atm, T
o
= 240K, X/D = (a) 1.3, (b) 1.8,

(c) 2.3, (d) 3.2.
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consists of two bands.
44

In Figure 2.11 a series of CARS spectra of

3% acetylene in neon expansions are shown as a function of X/D. The

positions of the solid bands are also shown.
44

In Figure 2.11 (a) the

broad feature underneath 0(9), the rotational line of the monomer,

corresponds to the high frequency component of the cubic phase. As

the expansion progresses the temperature drops and the orthorhombic

phase begins to form at X/D 1.8 as seen in Figure 2.11 (b). Contin-

uing out along the expansion axis, (c) and (d) in Figure 2.11, one

sees a disappearance of the high temperature phase and a sharpening of

the lines corresponding to the low temperature phase. This is similar

to what was observed for N
2
by SRS studies, although, as the temper-

ature of the solid phase transition is 100K higher, the low temper-

ature solid phase is seen much earlier in the expansion. Thus, even

at the limited resolution of these experiments, (0.3 cm-1), CARS can

be used to probe both of the solid phases of acetylene as the fre-

quency shifts are quite large in going from the cubic phase to the

orthorhombic phase.

In order to determine the temperature and phase of the clusters

formed in an expansion, studies on equilibrium samples need also be

performed. This is a potential problem for CARS as it possesses both

a phase matching constraint and a nonresonant background which can

limit the applicability of CARS to condensed phases. (SRS posseses

neither of these additional experimental complexities.) Also for very

low frequency studies (< 50 cm-1) Rayleigh scattering may be a

limiting factor. In an attempt to determine to what extent these

possible problems may limit the applicability of CARS to the study of
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condensed phases a preliminary investigation of CS2 liquid was under-

taken.

After first tweaking up on a strong pure rotational air line at

-1 -160 cm the dye laser and monochromator were scanned to 655.56 cm _1

the Raman shift of v
1
for the liquid. A sample of CS

2
which had been

sandwiched between two quartz windows with an 0-ring as a sealant was

placed at the focus of the laser beams. A very strong CSRS signal was

readily observed, and with a minimal amount of further tweaking the

spectra of Figure 2.12 were recorded. With the initial powers of 100

gJ/p total, in both pump beams, and 8 pJ/p in the Stokes beam, satur-

ation broadening was observed, however this is eliminated if the laser

beam powers are reduced to 15 gJ/p and 1.2 gJ/p. The ease with which

these spectra were recorded and the very strong signals observed are

quite encouraging for several reasons.

First, phase matching was not an obstacle as signal was readily

observed after scanning the dye laser 600 cm-1 and going from air to

CS
2

liquid. Secondly, there is no distortion in the line shape due to

a high nonresonant background. This is perhaps not surprising as

folded BOXCARS was employed and it was a neat sample of CS2. From

this very simple experiment on CS2 liquid it appears that low fre-

quency CARS can indeed be a very useful probe of condensed phases.

Summary and Future Plans

In this chapter the general applicability of low frequency CARS

was demonstrated. The first observation of intermolecular vibrations
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Figure 2.12: CSRS spectra of CS
2

liquid showing saturation broadening
at higher laser powers.
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using coherent Raman methods was seen in CO2 expansions. CARS spectra

were also recorded in the intramolecular region for CO and C H
2 2 2

expansions. While at the outset of this thesis work, the study of

very small clusters was the principle objective, the extension to

larger clusters is currently an area of great interest, particularly

in the low frequency region where Raman methods offer significant

advantages. This work provides a very strong foundation for future

CARS investigations in which the physical properties of large clusters

as compared to those of the bulk sample will be studied.
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Chapter Three

A CARS Investigation of the Photodissociation of Methyl Iodide

Introduction

For many years, the photodissociation of methyl iodide by ultra-

violet light to yield ground state methyl radicals and either ground

state iodine atoms [(
2
P

3/2
I)=I1 or spin-orbit excited iodine atoms

[(

2
P

1/2
I =I

*
has served as a prototype system for the study of photo-

chemical processes, both experimentally and theoretically. Part of

the theoretical interest is due to the fact that the promptness of the

dissociation and the retention of the C
3v

symmetry throughout the bond

cleaving make the process simpler to model than is the case for many

linear triatomic molecules. Dissociation might be expected to impart

internal energy into vibrational modes which are symmetric in the

dissociation coordinate, i.e. in the v symmetric stretch or the v
1 2

out of plane bend, and much of the interest has been in predicting and

verifying the extent of this internal excitation. Experimental

interest in this particular system was "stimulated" by the observation

of "laser action" on the iodine atom photofragment by Kasper and

46
Pimentel during flash photolysis in 1963. This verified that the I

channel was the major pathway in the dissociation. In the ensuing

years the I /I branching ratio as well as the CH
3
or CD

3
vibrational

population distribution have been determined by a number of different
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research groups using such techniques as time-of-flight mass

spectrometry,
47-52

multiphoton ionization (MPI),
53-55

and infrared

56,57
fluorescence.

Although well-studied, the photodissociation of CH
3
I still

offers some interesting puzzles. In particular, the amount of rota-

tional energy imparted to the CH3 photofragment upon dissociation has

never been well quantified. While excitation of v2 has been observed,

there exists some disagreement regarding the population distribution

among v
2
>0 levels. Methyl radicals with one quanta of v

1

excitation

were observed only very recently
54

and there is some question as to

whether the excitation was induced by the dissociation. It is

noteworthy that this mode would not be observed in the infrared as it

is Raman active only. Similarly, the CH3 radical is nonpolar so that

the pure rotational spectrum can only be obtained from Raman spectros-

copy and not from microwave or far-IR studies. Thus it was felt

worthwhile to explore the potential of CARS for studies in the vi

region and in the pure rotational region in the hope that such spectra

would prove to be informative regarding the vibrational-rotational

distributions of the nascent CH
3

moiety. As a second goal, it was

anticipated that CARS spectra could lead to improved vibrational-

rotational constants for the v1 >0 states of the methyl radical.

Finally, the possible use of CARS as a diagnostic probe in studying

the reactions of CH
3
radical was of interest. Such reactions are of

considerable importance, for example, in understanding low temperature

combustion processes, the formation of tropospheric smog, and the

chemistry of the stratosphere. In this connection, the UV photo-
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dissociation of methyl iodide has served as an attractive source of

methyl radicals since it possesses a quantum yield of one.

This chapter is thus composed of, first, a survey of the liter-

ature on the CH3I photodissociation and the methyl radical; second, a

discussion of the experimental aspects of these CARS-photofragment

studies; and lastly, the results obtained as well as a discussion of

what new light these experiments cast on the methyl iodide photo-

dissociation and the properties and reactions of the methyl radical.

The CH
3
I Parent

The lowest energy electronic excitation of methyl iodide is a

broad absorption band which corresponds to an n 0"' transition. The

transition gives rise to five states when spin-orbit interaction is

included.
58,59 Porret and Goodeve

60 studied the absorption in 1938

and interpreted the spectrum as arising from two separate upper

states, one which led to CH
3

+ I *(2PlizI
and one which led to CH

3
+

I i

2P
3/2

. More recently, Gedanken and Rowe, 61 using magnetic circular

dichroism (MCD), resolved the absorption into three separate compo-

nents. Using Mulliken's notation these states were assigned as 3Q1,

3
Q
o

and
1
Q
o

. In Figure 3.1 the correlation diagram for the potential

energy surfaces with and without spin-orbit interactions is shown.62

Also shown in Figure 3.1 are the ground and first two major excited

state potential energy surfaces.
63

At 266 nm, the photolysis wave-

length used in these experiments, nearly all of the absorption is to

the
3
Q
o

state. This state correlates to I whereas all other excited
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states correlate to I. As both I and I are observed, a curve

crossing must exist between the 3Q0 and 1Q1.

The Dissociation

In their pioneering experiments in 1972, Riley and Wilson47

photolyzed methyl iodide in a molecular beam using the quadrupled

output of a Nd-YAG laser (A=266 nm) and then used time-of-flight (TOF)

mass spectrometry to probe the photofragments as a function of mass,

flight time, and recoil angle. The I /I ratio was found to be 3.5/1.

The internal excitation of the CH
3
photofragment was determined to be

3.9 kcal/mole for I and 8.6 kcal/mole for I. Thus, of the 31.9

kcal/mole of energy available to the I channel (53.6 kcal/mole for

I), almost 90% appears as center-of-mass translational energy of the

photofragments. From the angular distribution of the iodine atoms it

was found that the transition dipole lies along the C-I bond and that

the excited state dissociates on a time scale that is short compared

with a rotational period.

Since this first TOF experiment on CH3I the measurements have

been repeated at higher resolution and at various photolysis wave-

lengths. The added resolution was sufficient to resolve individual

vibrational states permitting the methyl radical's vibrational distri-

bution to be determined. Lee et al.
48

performed the experiment at

266 nm and observed vibrational excitation in only the v2 "umbrella"

mode. The distribution was found to peak at v2= 2 for both the I and

I channels. The 248 nm vibrational distribution, obtained by
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monitoring either the iodine49 or methy15° photofragment arrival

times, also peaked at v2= 2. A somewhat different distribution was

observed for CD I. At 248 nm van Veen et al.
50

found the CD v
3 3 2

distribution to peak at v
2
= 3 for the I channel and v2= 5 for the I

channel.

Infrared fluorescence measurements
56,57

on methyl radicals

produced by both the 248 nm and 266 nm photodissociation of methyl

iodide also showed excitation in only the v2 mode. The vibrational

distribution again was found to peak at v2 = 2 and to extend out to v2 =

10, in good agreement with the TOF experiments. However, in contrast

to the TOF experiments, these results do not distinguish between the I

a
and I channels. In all of the above studies, the data was fit

assuming no additional rotational excitation; that is, the CH3 rota-

tional temperature was assumed to be the same as the parent.

Experiments on the photodissociation of methyl iodide have also

yielded results on the orientation of the transition dipole and on the

time scale of dissociation. Measurements of the angular distributions

of the photofragments at photolysis wavelengths ranging from 230-275

nm have all confirmed Riley and Wilson's early observation that UV

excitation is a parallel transition and that dissociation occurs

rapidly ("110
-13

s).
47,64-66

Indeed, picosecond measurements on this

dissociation confirm the < ips lifetime. 67 The orientation of the

transition moment along the C-I bond indicates that the upper state is

one of Al symmetry, thus confirming that the ground state iodine atoms

arise from a curve crossing between the two upper states shown in

Figure 3.1.
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Resonance Raman experiments of Kinsey et al.
613-70

have probed

dissociating CH3I and CD3I. Long overtone progressions in both the

C-I stretch and C-I stretch-umbrella mode combination bands were seen.

From the intensity distribution of the progressions, these workers

concluded that the photodissociation proceeds with initial motion in

the C-I stretching coordinate (breaking of the C-I bond) followed by a

subsequent motion in the umbrella coordinate as the CH3 geometry

gradually relaxes from its tetrahedral form in CH3I to the planar

configuration in the radical.

The wealth of experimental results on the CH3I dissociation has

made this an attractive system for theorists. Shapiro and Bersohn45

have modeled it as a linear, "pseudo-triatomic" case where the three

H's are treated as a single mass. The process was then described in

terms of the two coordinates R
C-H

and RC-I. The ground state

potential surface was chosen to give the correct dissociation limits

and vibrational features while the purely repulsive excited state

potential was chosen to reproduce the absorption cross section for the

3
Q
o
(A

1
) state as determined from MCD studies. Initially, these

authors predicted that the CH3 vibrational distribution would peak at

v
2

= 2 for 266 nm dissociation wavelength and shift to higher v

quantum numbers for more energetic photons. After a minor error was

corrected in their theory the maximum of the vibrational distribution

was shifted to even higher v. Other calculations using the same types

of potentials were in agreement with the corrected results.72'73 The

shift in the peak of the vibrational distribution for shorter wave-

length dissociation was not observed experimentally. A possible
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explanation for this discrepancy was that the curve crossing between

the
3
Q
o

and
1
Q

1

states was neglected. Shapiro has since revised the

previously used model to include interactions with the E(1Q1) state

and thus provide predictions for CH3 produced in the I channel as well

as the I
4, 71
channel. These results were in much better agreement with

the experimental data available at the time of the

47
'

49-50,55-56
calculation.

Since this work was undertaken a number of papers have appeared

in which the amount of rotational excitation imparted to the methyl

radical upon dissociation has been reported. Two separate MPI

52 53
studies ' concluded that in instances when parent rotational

angular momentum is negligible, that is the experiment is performed in

a molecular beam, the dissociation induces 100 cm-1 of rotational

energy about an axis perpendicular to the fragment's C3 axis. This is

observed as an enhanced population in the K = 0 states of methyl

radical.
52

'
53

The excess rotational energy is thought to arise from a

conversion of the zero-point I-C-H3 bending vibration into rotation.53

In a third MPI study,
54

performed in an effusive beam where parent

angular momentum is not negligible, the dissociation was found to

favor K = N states, thus rotation about the top axis was enhanced.

For this situation, the methyl radical is produced rotationally cooler

than the parent as the rotational constant about the C3 axis is

smaller for CH
3

than for CH
3
I.

In addition to the K = 0 alignment, Houston et al.53 reported

observing very little vibrational excitation in the umbrella mode at

266 nm photolysis wavelength, in direct conflict with previous
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measurements.
48,55,56

They reported a CH
3
population ratio of 1.1:1:1

for v
2
= 0:1:2, whereas at the same photolysis wavelength Lee et al.

reported a population ratio of 1:4.4:14.6 for the same states. Hall

et al.
75

have recently investigated the CD
3
I photodissociation at 248

nm using diode laser absorption spectroscopy and reported an umbrella

mode population distribution of 4:3:2 for v2 = 0:1:2 in good accord
49-50

with Houston et al., but not with the earlier TOF data.

The MPI/photofragment imaging studies of Chandler et al.52 have

also revealed a small amount of CH3 produced with one quantum of v
3 1

excitation. The source of this excitation is not yet understood

although it has been suggested that it may be due to parent molecules

with thermally populated vl states which is transferred to the CH3

unit upon dissociation.

It is apparent that these recent investigations have not answered

all questions raised by the early experimental and theoretical studies

of the UV photodissociation of CH3I. In part, this motivated this

independent measurement by CARS of the vibrational and rotational

population distribution of the methyl radical produced from the photo-

dissociation of CH
3
I. As mentioned earlier, the second aspect of

interest was the spectroscopic and reactive properties of the CH

radical itself.

The Methyl Radical

3

The first spectroscopic observation of the methyl radical was

reported in 1956 by Herzberg and Shoosmith.75 Rydberg transitions for
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both CH
3

and CD
3
were photographed in the vacuum uv. The observed

rotational structure was not particularly sharp, presumably due to

predissociation, but it was sufficiently resolved that analysis led to

the conclusion that the methyl radical was planar in its ground

electronic state.
76

Subsequent photoelectron spectra,77,78 ESR

79,80 81,82
ispectra, multiphoton ionization spectra, infrared spectra of

matrix isolated radicals,
as -es

and gas phase IR spectra
86-88

all

confirmed Herzberg's assignment of a planar structure with D3h

symmetry.

Much of the spectroscopic data available on the methyl radical

was obtained using infrared techniques, as rapid predissociation in

the upper electronic state precludes high resolution studies using UV

techniques. Gas phase observation of the methyl radical in the

infrared was first reported by Tan, Winer and Pimentel using rapid

scan spectroscopy.
86

Two absorption peaks were detected at 607.0 and

603.3 which were assigned as the Q-branch maxima for the v2 funda-

mental and the v
1 2

+ v <- v
1

hot band respectively. A very high

resolution, diode laser study of the v2 band of the methyl radical was

carried out by Yamada, Hirota and Kawaguchi.87 The fundamental along

with several hot bands were observed, permitting the determination of

molecular constants for the ground, v2, 2v
2

, and 3v
2

states. Another

IR technique, difference frequency laser spectroscopy, was used to

perform high resolution studies of the v fundamental.
88

3
The IR

spectroscopic data pertinent to this work is summarized in Table 3.1.

Of course, IR studies alone could not give a complete description

of all of the molecular vibrations of the methyl radical because of
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its D
3h

symmetry. Raman studies were necessary to observe the vi

symmetric stretch. Holt et al.
89

have used transient CARS spec-

troscopy to study CH3 produced in the photolysis of azomethane and

have observed this Raman active mode at 3004.8 cm
-1

at a resolution of

0.3 cm
-1

.

90
Low resolution resonance Raman spectroscopy has also been

used to study CH3. This technique permitted the observation of v
i

+

2v
2
and 2v

1
, from which the anharmonic coupling constants X11 and X12

were determined. This Raman data is also given in Table 3.1.

There have also been a number of ab initio calculations performed

on the methyl radical although they are not discussed here as the

results are modest at best. However, the work by Botschwina, Flesch

and Miller
91

is noteworthy as many spectroscopic properties of the

methyl radical are reported. These data are also included in Table 3.1.

No high resolution pure rotational data have been reported for

the CH
3
radical although some indication of such structure was seen in

the resonance Raman studies of Kelly.
90

High resolution CARS studies

in this region were considered desirable for several reasons. First,

unlike the closely overlapped Q-branches (AN = 0) that dominate vibra-

tional Raman spectra, the AN = 2 S-branch transitions seen in the

rotational Raman region are widely spaced and directly give a measure

of the rotational constants for a particular vibrational state. As

the lines will be widely spaced (40 cm 1 between S-branch lines) and

the rotational constants for states involving v2>0 are known very

accurately, hot band transitions involving these levels should be

easily assigned and the rotational temperatures deduced. Also, one

might hope that the existence of transitions from other states could
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be discernible in the rotational region. Finally, reactions and

collisional energy transfer between the nascent CH3 fragment and

collisional partners such as N2. 02, etc. may be more conveniently

studied in this rotational region since all transitions can be

observed within the typical scan range of a given dye.

Of course, it should be noted that a disadvantage of CARS in

studying the pure rotational region is that, as the rotational temper-

ature increases, the population difference factor N -N
f'

and hence the

CARS signal, approaches zero. In addition, if the methyl radical is

born with significant rotational energy so that the population distri-

bution is broad, this could limit the possible detection of this

species in the pure rotational region. Despite these concerns, the

potential advantages of studies in this region were judged sufficient

to make such low frequency CARS studies worthwhile.
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Table 3.1 Molecular constants for the methyl radical. All energies

are in cm -1. Values indicated by a * are from ab initio

calculations.

Energy B C Reference

G.S. 0.0 9.57789(16)
*

4.74202(67)
*

86

9.402 4.776 91

v
1

3002.4 (1.0) 89

3004.8 (0.2) 9.493 (0.002) 4.694 (0.002) 88
* * *

3067 9.310 4.732 91

v
2

606.4531(6) 9.25814(16) 4.811643(71) 86

607.0 85

597.9
*

9.268
*

4.840
*

91

1)

3
3160.8212(12) 9.47110(14) 4.70167(15) 87

2v
2

1284.7(1.9) 89

1288.0900(10) 8.93320(22) 4.871213(87) 86
* * *

1288.1 9.163 4.890 91

3v 2019.165(11) 8.60974(28) 4.92655(21) 86
2

* *
2039.7 9.070 4.934 91

X11 -22.7 (1.5) 89

X -9.8 (1.5) 89
12

-3.6 (0.4) 85

-13.1 , -4.1 91

X22 37.5919 87

46.15 91
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Experimental

Laser Sources

The CARS experiments presented in this chapter can be broken up

into three categories: (1) low resolution, low frequency region, (2)

low resolution, vibrational region, and (3) high resolution, vibra-

tional region. Each category required different laser source charac-

teristics. The low frequency CARS spectrometer was described in

detail in Chapter two. This apparatus was modified only slightly for

the low resolution vibrational CARS studies, the major experimental

difference being the color of w2 and therefore the wavelength needed

to pump the dye laser. For vibrational studies a red dye was used in

the dye laser which was pumped with the second harmonic of the Nd-YAG

laser (A = 532 nm), while for low frequency studies a blue dye was

used and it was pumped with the third harmonic of the Nd-YAG laser (A

= 355 nm). In both cases the dye beam serves as the Stokes beam, w2,

while the pump beam, wi, is provided by the second harmonic of the

Nd-YAG laser. The laser dye used for the vibrational studies was DCM.

The dye laser amplifier was end pumped and no preamp was used as a

large superradiant background was seen when the preamp was in place.

Typical dye powers were 5 mJ/p for 70 mJ/p of pump power. The signal

detection and processing is the same as described in Chapter two. A

more complete description of the vibrational CARS apparatus can be

found in Reference 30.
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For the higher resolution vibrational CARS studies the line width

of the dye laser (Quanta Ray PDL-1) employed in all of these CARS

studies was narrowed to 0.05 cm
-1

by insertion of a Fabry-Perot air

spaced etalon into the dye laser cavity. In the PDL-1 laser, the

etalon and the grating (rear cavity reflector) are both contained in a

pressure sealed housing so that one can vary the output frequency by

slewing the pressure within the chamber. The change in cavity pressure

produces a corresponding change in the refractive index of the gas in

the chamber and, thus, a change in the vacuum wavelength at which the

laser operates. In the apparatus employed for these measurements, the

pressure within the etalon/grating housing can be varied from 0-2 atm

which corresponds to an 11 cm 1 scan range at 630 nm if pure nitrogen

is used as the fill gas. Of course the line width of (di must be much

-less than 0.05 cm
1

for the overall resolution to be 0.05 cm
1

. As a

single mode injection-seeded Nd-YAG laser served as w1, (FWHM 0.003

-
cm

1
), the observed line width will be that of the dye laser provided

collisional and Doppler broadening are negligible.

The high resolution CARS spectra of the methyl radical reported

in this chapter were recorded by briefly opening a valve to allow

nitrogen to flow into the dye laser cavity, recording the new, resul-

tant cavity pressure as read off a Validyne AP10 pressure transducer,

and then collecting the CARS signal at this new wavelength. The

pressure within the dye laser cavity was controlled by an AST 286

microcomputer equipped with a Scientific Solutions Lab Master data

acquisition board via a Pneutronics SB4-I/0 TTL-driven pneumatic

control module.
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Exact frequency calibration of the spectra was attained by

recording an iodine fluorescence spectrum simultaneously with the CARS

data. From the known frequencies of the iodine lines the peak

positions in the methyl radical spectra can be determined to within

0.01 cm -1.

Photolysis Sources and Timing Requirements

Initially these photolysis experiments were carried out with two

Nd-YAG lasers. The quadrupled output of a Molectron MY-34-10 operated

in the non-SAM mode (SAM = Single Axial Mode) served as the photolysis

source, while a Quanta Ray DCR-1A provided the CARS probe beams. This

had the advantage that, via a series of pulse generators, the time

delay between the photolysis beam and the CARS beams could be varied

at will. Four pulse generators were required to allow for fine

adjustment (within 10 ns) of the Q-switch opening on the two lasers.

A schematic of the necessary external connections between the two

lasers is shown in Figure 3.2 while the specific timing requirements

are shown in Figure 3.3. The Quanta Ray oscillator served as the lamp

trigger for the Molectron with an appropriate delay (delay 1 in Figure

3.2.). The lamp synch out of the Quanta Ray triggered a second pulse

generator (delay 2), the output of which served to trigger two

additional pulse delay generators (delay 3 and 4). The purpose of

this second delay generator was to provide the long delay needed

between the lamp firing and the Q-switch opening of the lasers. The

output of the third and fourth pulse delay generators triggered the
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Figure 3.2: External connections necessary for the synchronized firing
of the Quanta Ray and Molectron Nd-YAG Lasers used in 'he
photolysis experiments.
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Q-switch of each Nd-YAG laser respectively. This arrangement allowed

for the synchronizing of the two Nd-YAG laser with less than 10 ns

jitter between the two pulses.

If a single Nd-YAG serves to provide both the pump and probe beam

frequencies then the only method to vary the delay between them is by

varying the distance that the photolysis beam travels relative to the

CARS beams prior to entering the photolysis cell. This arrangement

precludes the use of very long delays (>15 ns) and also requires

realignment of the beams if this optical delay is to be varied.

However, it does have the advantage that there is no time jitter

between the pump and probe beams.

The 266 nm photolysis beam was generated by frequency doubling

the second harmonic of the Nd-YAG at 532 nm with a KD*P type I

crystal. The doubling crystal was maintained at a constant temper-

ature of 39°C, chosen for proper phase matching, by means of a ther-

mistor and heater within the crystal housing connected to a Yellow

Springs Model 72 temperature controller. Doubling efficiencies were

typically 10%, with mirror and lens losses, 50 mJ/p of 532 nm input

resulted in - 3 mJ/p of 266 nm at the sampling region. The 266 nm

photolysis beam was separated from the residual 532 nm beam either by

means of a dichroic, which reflected 266 nm and transmitted 532 nm, or

via a 60
0

quartz prism. A 300 mm fl S1 -UV quartz lens was used to

bring the photolysis beam to a common focus with the CARS beams.
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Sampling Method

The photolysis experiments necessitated a means of replenishing

the methyl iodide while removing the photoproducts in the focal volume

after each laser shot. To this end, the flow system shown in Figure

3.4 was employed in which methyl iodide and, if desired, a buffer gas

was pulsed into the photolysis cell using the same pulse nozzle appar-

atus used in the jet experiments of Chapter two. Flowing of a

background gas, usually helium, served to confine the expansion and

keep the methyl iodide from diffusing throughout the entire photolysis

cell. This pulsed arrangement also served to conserve sample while

ensuring replenishment of the methyl iodide in the focal volume on

each new laser firing. The background cell pressure was adjusted for

a maximum in parent signal with the UV beam blocked while still photo-

lyzing all of the CH3I when the UV was unblocked.

The methyl iodide used in these experiments was obtained from

Aldrich Chemicals and used without further purification. Heating of

the methyl iodide was achieved by attaching a small trap filled with

sample directly to the pulsed nozzle apparatus via a Swagelock

fitting. The trap and nozzle were then sandwiched with heating

mantles and the dewar assembly was wrapped with heating tape. Sample

temperatures of 40 50 °C could very easily be maintained in this

manner. (The boiling point of methyl iodide is 43°C.) The second

port on the trap containing the sample allowed for addition of a

buffer gas.



Buffer Gas In

Thermocouple/Solenoid Wires

Methyl
Iodide

Pump Out Port

Background Gas In

Figure 3.4: Schematic of photolysis cell flow arrangement.
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Results and Discussion

The results of these CARS studies on the UV photodissociation of

methyl iodide are organized into four sections according to spectral

region investigated, variable or fixed photolysis/probe delay (i.e.

single or dual Nd-YAG lasers), and resolution of the spectrometer.

The first section describes work in the symmetric stretching where the

methyl radical was observed at photolysis/probe delays of 20 200 ns.

The second section encompasses all work done on this system in the low

frequency region. Both variable and fixed delay experiments are

described. The last two sections describe work in the symmetric

stretching region at fixed delay. Section three gives an account of

changes seen in low resolution CARS spectra of the methyl radical as a

function of collision partner and pressure variations, along with

modeling calculations aimed at learning about the vibrational-

rotational energy distributions produced. In the last section higher

resolution methyl radical spectra are presented along with refined

rotational constants obtained from the data analysis. A further

discussion of the low resolution spectra of section three is given as

the improved rotational constants permitted more precise modeling.

Symmetric Stretch Region--Variable Delay

The methyl radical was first observed in the symmetric stretching

region using the dual Nd-YAG laser/variable delay arrangement and

static samples. Typically, the sample cell was filled with 5 Torr of
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methyl iodide and an additional 40-100 Torr of sulphur hexafluoride or

helium was added to collisionally cool the CH3 fragment both rota-

tionally and translationally. Despite a very strong CARS signal from

the methyl iodide, and nearly complete photolysis as indicated from

the loss of this parent signal, the observed methyl radical signals

were very weak.

Several modifications were then made in the experiment in order

to increase the signal levels. First, the interaction length was

increased by going to a collinear CARS experiment instead of the

initial folded BOXCARS arrangement. The flow system described in the

experimental section was also implemented at this time to ensure that

the focal volume contained fresh parent molecules. A background flow

of helium in the cell served to localize the pulse of sample/buffer

gas in the focal volume and thus reduce interfering nonresonant

signals from any residual parent molecules and from the buffer gas.

With these changes, much improved methyl radical spectra were

recorded.

Figure 3.5 shows spectra obtained when neat methyl iodide vapor

at a pressure of 330 Torr was pulsed into the cell with the photolysis

beam on and off. A loss of the parent peak at 2971 cm-1 along with

the concurrent appearance of the CH3 spectrum at higher wavenumber

shifts is seen when the photolysis beam is present. This spectrum

shows resolved Q-branch transitions and is in good accord with the low

resolution CARS spectra reported by Holt et al. for CH3 produced by

photolysis of azomethane. In Figure 3.6 the effect of time delays

from 20 to 200 ns on the radical spectrum is shown for (a) neat CH3I
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at 330 Torr and for (b) 1200 Torr of a 1:10 mixture of CH I:SF
3 6

pulsing into the cell. In both cases the helium flow rate was set to

give a cell pressure of 40 Torr

Relaxational Processes

These spectra are remarkable in the fact that they show very

little change in the overall rotational contours for time delays of 20

to 200 ns for both neat and mixed samples. It was expected that the

spectrum might show significant variations in the rotational distri-

butions as the initial excess translational energy of the CH3 fragment

would collisionally populate higher rotational states which would then

relax back ultimately to a thermal distribution. From time of flight

4 .

Idata
8
it is known that initial methyl radical velocities are on the

order of 3000-5000 m/s, depending on the dissociative channel, I or

*

I , and the amount of internal excitation. At these molecular speeds

and our cell pressure of 40 torr, the methyl radical would undergo

about 35-55 collisions in 10 ns, a rate which drops to 7 per 10 ns at

room temperature. (A plot of number of methyl radical collisions

versus cell pressure is given in Appendix A.1 for velocities of 645

m/s (corresponding to room temperature) and 4000 m/s.) If all of the

excess translational energy could be instantaneously deposited into

rotational energy one would expect a rotational distribution corres-

ponding to a temperature of >9000K. Such dramatic heating is not seen

but the results clearly indicate that thermalization to some constant

rotational temperature does occur within the 50 or so collisions

expected in our minimum time delay of 20 ns. Efforts were made to go

to shorter delays but these were frustrated by the inherent jitter of
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about 10 ns in the relative firing time of the two lasers.

Linewidth Considerations

It should be noted that the spectral resolution in these exper-

iments was relatively low, for two reasons. First, some difficulties

were experienced with intermittent multimode output by the nominally

single mode Quanta-Ray Nd-YAG laser which provided the CARS pump beam.

This had the effect of degrading the instrumental resolution from the

normal 0.3 cm
-1

value. Second, variations in the relative time jitter

and amplitudes of the photolysis and CARS lasers added appreciable

noise to the spectra which also served to reduce the net resolution.

Despite these limitations, which were reduced in subsequent exper-

iments, the rotational structure that was seen served as a basis for

estimating the effective final rotational temperatures from spectral

simulations of the type outlined in a later section. It was found

that all of these spectra could be fit reasonably well to a rotational

temperature of 450 ± 50K if one neglected any role of excited vibra-

tional states such as those with v2 >0. Of course, contributions by

the latter might be expected since vibrational relaxation should be

much less efficient than rotational relaxation. The appearance of a

second "maximum" near 2988 cm
-1

in Figure 3.5 (a) suggests that vibra-

tional "hot band" transitions may be present in these spectra and, if

so, these could contribute in the region where transitions from high

rotational levels are expected. Thus the effective rotational temper-

ature value of about 450K should be viewed as an upper limit. Some

further consideration of the contributions of vibrationally excited

states is given in the later discussion of the higher resolution,
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fixed delay spectra. First, however, we give an account of efforts to

obtain spectra in the pure rotational region.

Low Frequency Studies

The motivation for CARS studies of CH
3
and its collision partners

in the pure rotational region was discussed earlier. The conditions

which produced the spectra of Figure 3.6 were reproduced and the C-I

stretch of the methyl iodide at 529.8 cm-1 served to monitor the

extent of photolysis. Due to cross sections, the parent signal was

about a factor of two times smaller than in the symmetric stretching

region but this vibrational feature could be completely extinguished

when the photolysis beam was present. Despite this indication of

photolysis, a careful search for rotational transitions of CH
3

in the

-
200 to 400 cm

1
region revealed no features that were distinguishable

from the noise. (The most intense rotational transition at 295K was

calculated to be at 221 cm
-1

.)

Efforts were then made to increase the number density of methyl

radicals generated upon photolysis by heating the methyl iodide

reservoir from room temperature to - 40° C, thereby doubling the vapor

pressure of the CH
3
I in the reservoir. The diameter of the nozzle tip

that was used to dose the parent into the photolysis cell was also

increased from 0.35 mm to 1.00 mm to increase the sample volume of

parent on each injection pulse. This brought the parent signal levels

up by at least a factor of two, yet the methyl radical was still not

observed.
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It was realized that the methyl radical might not be seen in this

region if it was too hot either rotationally and/or vibrationally.

(Recall that I
CARS

« (N
1

-Nf )2. As the rotational temperature

increases the population difference factor will go to zero as, in this

region, Nf is not negligibly small.) One possible solution considered

was to photolyze the methyl iodide in the throat of a supersonic

expansion and then probe for the methyl radical further out along the

expansion axis after some rotational cooling could occur. This was

attempted by gluing a quartz capillary tube to the tip of the pulsed

nozzle and photolyzing the CH3I in the capillary prior to expansion.

The dual Nd-YAG apparatus provided the necessary time delay to allow

for the CH
3
radicals to travel out of the nozzle into the CARS probing

region. The proper time delay was determined by monitoring the loss

of parent signal as a function of delay, a procedure which established

the beam velocity as 550 m/s. However, no indication of CH3 signal

was seen in the 0.6-2 As period required for the radical to reach

various probe positions.

In addition to thermal population effects, other factors may

have contributed to the failure to detect the rotational CARS signals

for CH3. First, it should be noted that, in contrast to vibrational

CARS where the intensity is determined by the polarizability

derivative (da/dQ)2, rotational CARS intensities scale as 72
, where 7

is the polarizability anisotropy. Neither is a known quantity but it

could be that CH
3

is too "spherical" a molecule, and hence has an

anomalously low value of 7. Some efforts were made to calculate these

intensity parameters using the ab initio Gaussian 86 program but
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accompanying calculations on H2O, where the parameters are known,

indicated that these calculations were of doubtful value.

A second interesting factor that may have played a role derives

from recent MPI
5:
3-
-55

results mentioned earlier which showed that

photolysis of a thermal distribution of CH3I molecules should prefer-

entially produce CH3 in rotational states with N = K. Here N deter-

mines the total rotational angular momentum and K is the component

around the symmetry axis. The physical reason for the selection is

that the dissociation along the bond axis cannot change the K quantum

number. However the quantum number N can change due to conversion of

rotational angular momentum about an axis perpendicular to the

symmetry axis to net overall angular momentum of the dissociating

fragments. Because the center of mass of CH3I is very near the I

atom, dissociating CH3I molecules with N>K retain only their angular

momentum about the symmetry axis, producing CH3 states with N=K.

Under the conditions employed in these experiments, the methyl iodide

will have appreciable angular momentum, and thus the nascent distri-

bution should favor the N=K states. Such a distribution is relevant

since pure rotational Raman scattering cross sections are a strong

function of the particular N,K states involved. For the S-branch of a

symmetric top the cross section is on the average about 10 times

weaker for K=N states than for K=0. (This means a factor of 100 in a

CARS spectrum). Thus, detection of the nascent rotational distri-

bution of CH
3
by CARS techniques would be extremely difficult.

It should be said that, despite its physical appeal, this simple

picture of a perverse state-selectivity in the dissociation process
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cannot be the primary reason for our failure to detect CH
3

radical.

In particular, subsequent collisional redistribution to fill the empty

rotational levels is expected to be fast and yet no CH3 features were

seen in the mixture studies described below.

Translational Relaxation Effects

Several buffer gases were added to the CH3I samples in an effort

to rotationally cool the CH3 fragment and also to monitor the transfer

of energy to the collision partner and to see if chemical reactions

might occur. For these experiments, only a single Nd-YAG laser was

available, with a photolysis/probe delay fixed at 5 ns. However the

number of collisions occurring in this period was varied by changing

the pressure of the collision partner. The addition of N2 resulted in

the spectrum shown in Figure 3.7. This spectrum was readily obtained,

confirming that the beam overlap and scanning synchronization of dye

and filter monochromators were maintained for extended scans. From

modeling of the spectra, it was immediately apparent that the rota-

tional temperature of the N2 was much warmer than 295K, a clear sign

that extensive transfer of energy from CH3 had occurred in this short

time interval.

Another clear indication of the translational relaxation of the

"hot" methyl radicals was a photothermal deflection of one of the CARS

probe beams. This was observed as a very large (-2X the parent

signal) background scattered light signal even when the monochromator

was 500 cm -1 away from the frequency of w
1
and a pinhole and iodine

filter were in place. This was only observed when the UV light was on

and the methyl iodide was pulsing in. The magnitude of the scattered
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Figure 3.7: Pure rotational CARS spectrum of N2/CH3I mixes showing

rotational heating of N2 due to collisions with CH
3

.

P = 1400 Torr of 1:1 CH I:N , P = 75 Torr helium.res 3 2 cell
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light was seen to be very dependent on the cell pressure which is

consistent with a photothermal effect caused by an index of refraction

change which steered the intense beam to the detector. This

problem was eliminated by enlarging the spot size of the photolysis

beam at the focus from 300 gm to 580 pm.

Methyl Radical Reactivity

Several other gases, SF6, CO
2

, NNO, and 0
2
were added as collision

partners. Of these, the case of 0
2

was most interesting since one

might well expect that reaction with the hot CH3 radical would occur

quite readily. Indeed the reaction
K

CH + 0 CH 0
3 2 3 2 (3.1)

is fundamental in the low temperature oxidation of hydrocarbons,

especially in the radical-poor situations that occur during ignition

and induction in combustion. Our purpose was to see if the course of

this reaction could be studied via loss of the oxygen pure rotational

CARS signal. Accordingly, methyl iodide was photolyzed in the

presence of oxygen while "sitting" on an oxygen resonance. Although a

decrease in the CARS signal was readily observed, further investi-

gation showed that this apparent loss of signal was due to collisional

heating of the oxygen rather than a rapid reaction of the methyl

radical with the oxygen. In Figure 3.8 one sees what a dramatic

effect this heating has by comparing a room temperature oxygen

spectrum (UV off) (a) with oxygen spectra obtained after photolysis

(b-d). In the latter cases, the delay between the photolysis beam and

the CARS beam was fixed at 5 ns and the cell pressure was varied: (b)

3 Torr, (c) 36 Torr and (d) 70 Torr. For these cell pressures the
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Figure 3.8: Pure rotational CARS spectra of CH
3
I/0

2
mixes with (a) UV

off, (b)-(d) UV on. P = (a) 70 Torr (b) 3 Torr, (c)cell
36 Torr, and (d) 70 Torr helium.
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number of collisions a "fast" methyl radical undergoes in 10 ns is

about: (b)< 5, (c) 40, (d) 80. Efforts to fit case (b) to a Boltzmann

distribution were not at all successful; apparently 5 collisions or

less are not sufficient to relax the high rotational states of 02 that

are produced in the collisions with nascent CH3. However (c) and (d)

could be marginally fit to rotational temperatures of 980 -I- 50K and

675 ± 50K.

The above observations indicate that the local rotational and

translational "temperature" of the CH3 02 mixture in the initial

period after photolysis is quite high, likely greater than 1000K.

From such a high initial temperature and some of the thermodynamic

parameters known for Reaction 3.1, the lack of chemical reaction of

CH
3
with 0

2
on the time scale of these experiments can be understood.

In particular, the temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant

K
1
governs the extent of oxidation to the CH

3
0

2
, a key intermediate to

subsequent steps in the combustion of hydrocarbons. Table 3.2 gives

K
1

at various temperatures as well as some other pertinent thermo-

dynamic data on the participants in Reaction 3.1.
92

Assuming

pressures of 10 Torr each of CH
3
and 0

2
at 1000K leads to a calculated

"equilibrium" pressure of 0.04 Torr for CH302, indicating negligible

reaction, as the spectra suggest. From this it is seen that the

forward reaction is favored only at low temperatures, i.e. the CH3-02

bond is not easily formed in high energy collisions. Moreover, the

apparent lack of consumption of 02 seen in these experiments suggests

that the formation of CH 0 and CH 0 via other reactions in the table
3 2

also does not occur on the time scale of these studies. In addition,
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Table 3.2 Thermodynamic and equilibrium constant data relevant to the

CH + 0 reaction.
3 2

species/reaction 298K 500K 1000K 2000K 3000K

CH
3

CH 30
3

CHO3 2

146.9

16.5

17.6

0
AH

f'
kJ/mol

155.3

25.4

30.7

0
AH

R
, kJ/mol

181.6

58.6

76.0

248.8 325.4

147.7 248.7

190.2 316.2

CH + 0 -> CH 0 + 0 119 118 118 115 101
3 2 3

CH + 0 4 CH 0 + OH -222
3 2 2

-222 -223 -224 -225

K
1

, cm
3
/M01

CH +0 CH 0 6.6 x 10
19

7.5 x 10
10

2.6 x 10
4

13.0 1.1
3 2 3 2

All data taken from Ref. 92
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it may be noted that we saw no features attributable to ethane, an

expected product of radical recombination. Thus, these results show

the CH
3

radical to be remarkably unreactive when "hot", a chemical

observation which was not obvious to us at the outset of these

studies.

From these results it is clear that the translational energy

imparted to the methyl radical upon dissociation is very quickly

converted to rotational energy of its collision partner. Of course,

similar T 4 R processes are occurring for the methyl radical itself.

The observation of "luke warm" methyl radicals at long delays, des-

cribed in the previous section, indicates that thermalization occurs

within 20 ns after dissociation. Thus if a nascent CARS spectrum of

the methyl radical is to be recorded, then the number of possible

collisions that the methyl radical undergoes prior to detection must

be minimized.

Symmetric Stretching Region--Fixed Delay

Since no pure rotational spectra were obtained for CH
, studies

3

were resumed in the symmetric stretching region. The objectives were

to obtain improved vibrational-rotational constants and, if possible,

to record a nascent methyl radical spectrum and to further investigate

the collisional relaxational processes after photolysis. The CARS

spectrometer was set up in the folded BOXCARS configuration with no

optical delay between the pump and probe beams. (Collisions could

occur during the 8 ns laser pulse only.) Neat, heated methyl iodide
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was pulsed into the photolysis cell with no background gas flowing and

the spectra of Figure 3.9 were recorded with (a) UV on and (b) UV

off.The sharpness of the lines and the spread of intensity over 25

-
CM

1
are in dramatic contrast with the spectra of Figure 3.5.

Clearly, the sample producing this spectrum is much hotter rota-

tionally and/or vibrationally than in the case of any of the long

delay spectra.

The apparent increase in resolution in spectrum 3.9 (a), compared

to those in Fig 3.5-6, warrants comment. Most could derive from the

use of a single Nd-YAG Quanta-Ray laser which gives much more reliable

single mode performance when it operates independent of any external

Q-switch triggers, as needed in the dual laser experiments. Thus the

instrumental resolution was about 0.3 cm-1. A second, more inter-

esting scenario is that the sharper, more resolved spectra result from

the selective production of N=K states in the dissociation so that

transitions from these levels dominate the spectrum and the broadening

expected for a Boltzmann distribution with many K states populated

does not occur. However, this possibility can be ruled out since, if

one had only K=N Q-branch transitions, a 1:1:2 intensity distribution

should be observed due to nuclear spin statistics.2 As this is not

seen it is clear that some collisional excitation occurs during the 8

ns laser pulse so that the distribution reflects the disequilibrium

state of the methyl radical after it has undergone several collisions.

The effect of collisions on the spectrum was explored further by

varying the cell pressure and buffer gas. Buffer gases included N2,

0
2

, SF
6

, and He and cell pressures ranged from 3 to 200 Torr. The
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Figure 3.9: CARS spectrum of CH3 with no photolysis/probe delay.

P 700 Torr neat CH I, P = 2 Torr, no background
res 3 cell

gas flowing.
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most dramatic changes were found to occur at low cell pressures with

no buffer gas present as seen in Figure 3.10. The conditions at which

these spectra were recorded and the approximate number of collisions

occurring during 8 ns are summarized below. (Figure 3.9 (a) and

Figure 3.8 (a) are identical spectra)

P
cel 1

(Torr) Purge gas Buffer Gas TROT (K) Col /8 ns

(a) 3 None None 700 ± 100 2

(b) 15 Helium None 900 ± 100 13

(c) 35 Helium None >2000 31

(d) 23 Helium SF
6

700 ± 100 22

(e) 119 Helium SF
6

600 -± 100 106

Dramatic changes are seen in these spectra in going from "near

nascent" conditions (a) to the "most thermalized" state (e). For the

neat samples, as we go from (a) to (c) in this figure, a shift in the

position of the band maximum and the intensity changes indicate that

the rotational temperature of methyl radical is increasing. In cases

(d) and (e), relaxation by SF
6

(chosen as an efficient collisional

partner because of the density of low frequency vibrational-rotational

levels) has clearly occurred.

Spectral Simulations

A computer program was written to calculate a CARS spectrum of

CH
3

based on Equations 1.5-1.7. The FORTRAN source code for this

program is given in Appendix A.2. Efforts were then made to fit

spectrum (e) to a Boltzmann distribution using the low resolution

spectroscopic constants of Holt et al. in Table 3.1 but these simu-

lations were of marginal quality. It was hoped that with more
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Figure 3.10: Methyl radical spectra at various cell pressures.
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accurate upper state rotational constants the fits would improve and a

more quantitative discussion of the chemical dynamics might be pos-

sible. To this end, high resolution spectra of the methyl radical

were recorded, results which are presented in the next section. These

studies yielded AB and AC rotational constants as well as the (0,0)

transition frequency for the vi fundamental.

With these improved constants, spectra were calculated for dis-

tributions corresponding to temperatures of 300-2000K and these are

shown in Figure 3.11. From such modeling, reasonable fits of the low

(N,K) transitions in Figure 3.10 were obtained and the rotational

temperatures listed in the experimental summary above were deduced.

However for high (N,K) transitions that occur at lower wavenumbers

from the band origin the fits were still not good. This could be due

in part to a nonequilibrium nascent distribution and/or to a dise-

quilibrium produced in the early collisional process which might favor

high rotational levels due to the high initial kinetic energy of the

CH
3
fragment. However, an alternative possibility, which we favor, is

that transitions arising from vibrationally excited levels with v2>0

may be contributing.

As outlined earlier, some dissociation induced excitation of the

out-of-plane bend is expected. Q- branch transitions originating in

the v
2

= n should be shifted to lower frequency from the

v
1
fundamental, by an amount given by n times the anharmonicity

constant X12. The most recent value of this parameter, -9.8 (1.5)

-
cm

1
from the work of Kelly et al.,90 would place these hot band

transitions beyond the spectral region of marginal fit. Also, our
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Figure 3.11: Calculated CARS spectra for CH3 at various rotational

temperatures neglecting hot band contributions.
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spectra do not show appreciable intensity in the regions expected for

the v
2
= 1 and 2 states believed from the earlier work to be as popu-

lated as the v
2
= 0 ground state. Thus the spectra were inconsistent

with our expectations in two ways.

The resolution of this difficulty came when we considered the

possibility that Kelly's X12 value might be too high. Indeed, the

first low resolution IR work of Pimentel in 1972 had been interpreted

in terms of a value of -3.6 cm-1 and a theoretical calculation by

Botschwina
91

gave a value of -4.0 cm-1
(another calculation by the

same authors gave -13.1 cm I however). Accordingly, the spectra of

Figure 3.11 were recomputed using smaller values of X12 and including

contributions from the first three difference bands (v
1

+ nv
2

) - nv
2

,

n = 1-3, all given a weight of 1. The result was that the density of

transitions could be made comparable to what is observed experi-

mentally, as seen in Figure 3.12, where a value of -5.5 cm1 was used.

It may be noted that this predicted overlap of these hot band progres-

sions with the ground state transitions also solved some difficulties

in fitting the frequency patterns obtained in the high resolution

studies described next.

High Resolution CARS Studies of the Methyl Radical

High resolution (0.05 cm1) CARS studies were carried out on the

methyl radical in order to obtain refined vibrational-rotational

constants for the fundamental and if possible any hot bands

observed. The photolysis/probe delay was set to 5 ns to produce as
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Figure 3.12: Calculated CARS spectra for CH3 at various rotational

temperatures including hot band contributions.
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near thermalized conditions as possible with a single Nd-YAG laser.

As insertion of the Fabry-Perot etalon in the dye laser cavity

resulted in a factor of 2 loss in dye power it was deemed necessary to

return to collinear phase matching. The data were recorded with neat

heated CH
3
I pulsing into the cell, at a cell pressure of 40 Torr

helium.

The data consisted of 12 individual scans, each of which

contained pressure, CARS intensity and iodine fluorescence data over

-1 -1-8 cm intervals. The 12 scans covered a total of 20 cm and, thus,

there was considerable overlap between them. Representative CARS data

are shown in Figure 3.13 while the complete data set, with the iodine

fluorescence spectra, is given in Appendix A.3.

Data Analysis Procedure

The following fitting procedure was carried out on each data set

using a Symphony spread sheet:

(1) Assign each observed iodine fluorescence peak a frequency as

recorded in the I atlas
93

or as calculated.
94

2
(The author notes with

chagrin that, as Nature would have it, a major portion of the high

-
resolution CH data fell within a 20 cm

1

window of the visible absor-
3

ption spectrum of iodine for which no data is available in the I
2

atlas due to spectral proximity to a reference He-Ne laser line.

Consequently it was necessary to calculate all the 12 transitions in

this region to establish frequencies whose validity was confirmed by

testing in nearby regions with atlas values.)

(2) Perform a least squares fit on the recorded pressure vs.

assigned iodine peak frequency for each of the data sets individually.
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Figure 3.13: Representative high resolution CARS spectra of CH3.
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(3) Use the slope and intercept of this fit to convert the

recorded pressures to dye laser frequency for each point in the data

set

(4) Use the known frequency of the Nd-YAG laser, which is

normally tuned such that the second harmonic output is positioned on

the center of an I
2

absorption at 18788.446 cm-1, and the fitted dye

laser frequencies to convert to Raman shift frequency units.

(5) Perform a peak pick operation on each of the CARS data sets

and then average the observed Raman shifts for multiple observations.

Least squares modeling of this data was then undertaken. CH3 is

an oblate symmetric top for which the rotational energy levels of

a given vibrational state are given by

F(N,K) = B N (N+1) + (C B) K2 (3.2)

The effect of centrifugal distortion is known to be negligible for

this light molecule, as is the very small perturbation to these levels

from coupling of rotational and electron spin angular momentum. From

the known rotational constants of the ground state of the methyl

radical a Boltzmann weight was calculated for each (N,K) state,

including the appropriate nuclear spin weights.2 These are:

K = 0, N odd (4), N even (0)

K divisible by 3 (4)

K not divisible by 3 (2)

The weights for K = 0 are reversed for bending levels of odd v2.

The Q-branch transitions result from AN = 0, AK = 0 selection

rules which predict frequencies of
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v
obs

(N,K) = v
o

AB N (N+1) (AC AB) K2 (3.3)

where AB = B
o

B
1

= al, AC = C
o

C
1

= al and v
o

is the (0,0)
B c

transition frequency. The values of Holt et al.
89

for these

parameters were used in initial calculations and assignments were made

by comparison of observed and calculated relative intensities. The

latter were given by

I(N,K) = [(2N+1) gn exp(-F(N,K)/kT)J2 (3.4)

As assignments became more certain, transitions were added to a least

squares set and the process was repeated until almost all lines had

been accounted for. Assignments for the fundamental were straight

forward for transitions down to about 2998 cm
-1

and only these were

used in the refinement of the constants for this transition. Below

2998 cm
-1

the assignments were less reliable because of the likely

overlap with the v2 = 1 hot band, as discussed earlier. The stronger

features below 2998 cm
-1

were then assigned as hot band transitions

and it was found that, after some trial and error assignments, a

choice could be made which successfully fit all of the observed fre-

quencies. It cannot be claimed, however, that the latter assignments

are absolutely certain. The large fluctuations in the intensities

from one data set make it possible that another assignment set, with

slightly different parameters, could be possible for the hot band

transition. Thus the value of X = - 5.90 cm
-1

deduced in this work
12

must be regarded as having a larger uncertainty than that deduced from

the least squares fit.

Results of Analysis

The averaged observed transition frequencies are given in Table
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3.3 along with the number of observations and the standard deviation

for each entry. Also given in Table 3.3 are the assigned (N,K) labels

of the initial (and final) states, the calculated transition fre-

quencies, and the obs.-calc. differences. The bottom portion of the

table gives similar data for the hot band transitions. A comparison

of the pressure scanned data with a calculated spectrum based on the

fit results is shown in Figure 3.14.

The results of the analysis of the high resolution data are shown

in Table 3.4 along with a comparison with the literature data. The

1 1
standard deviations on a

B
and a

c
are such that these values are essen-

tially the same for the fundamental and the hot band transition. The

agreement with the values of Holt et al.89 is reasonable considering

the fact that their values are derived from contour fitting rather

than knowledge of precise vibrational-rotational transition

frequencies.

Structural Considerations

Using the ground (viv2v3v4 = 0000) and v2 = 1 (0100) state rota-

tional constants of Hirota et al.,
87

the rotational constants for the

(1000) and (1100) states were calculated, along with the C-H bond

lengths. A comparison of the rotational constants and C-H bond

lengths obtained from this study with other vibrational states is

given in Table 3.5. The bond length in the ground state can be

compared with values for C H (1.058 A), C H (1.086 A), and CH2 2 2 4 4

(1.094 A);2 the close proximity to that of C2H4 is consistent with the

similar sp
2
hybridization expected for these two molecules. One might

expect that excitation of the v2 bending mode would distort the
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Table 3.3 Fit of high resolution CARS data.

w
2

Observed
Transition
Frequency

No.

of

Obs.

Std.

Dev.

Assigned

N K

Calculated
Transition
Frequency

Obs.
-

Calc.

15784.603 3003.847 2 0.01 2 0 3003.86 -0.01
15784.770 3003.680 2 0.01 3 3 3003.68 0.00
15785.097 3003.353 2 0.05 4 4 3003.27 0.08
15785.429 3003.021 3 0.04 4 3 3003.03 -0.01
15785.739 3002.711 4 0.02 4 0 3002.72 -0.01
15786.004 3002.446 2 0.01 5 4 3002.46 -0.01
15786.241 3002.209 5 0.02 5 3 3002.22 -0.01
15786.284 3002.166 4 0.01 6 6 3002.17 0.00
15786.976 3001.474 3 0.00 7 7 3001.48 0.00

6 4 3001.48 -0.01
15787.224 3001.226 4 0.00 6 3 3001.24 -0.02
15787.419 3001.031 6 0.01 7 6 3001.03 0.00
15787.528 3000.922 6 0.02 6 0 3000.93 -0.01
15788.375 3000.075 2 0.00 7 3 3000.10 -0.03
15788.632 2999.818 7 0.01 9 9 2999.81 0.01
15788.756 2999.694 5 0.01 8 6 2999.73 -0.04
15789.624 2998.826 7 0.02 8 3 2998.80 0.02
15789.905 2998.545 7 0.02 8 0 2998.50 0.05
15790.230 2998.220 7 0.02 9 6 2998.27 -0.05

10 9 2998.18 0.04
15790.689 2997.761 5 0.02 11 11 2997.77 -0.01
15790.852 2997.598 3 0.02 9 4 2997.58 -0.05
15791.056 2997.394 9 3 2997.34 -0.05

V + V V
1 2 2

15790.689 2997.761 5 0.02 3 3 2997.78 -0.02
15790.598 2997.598 5 0.02 3 2 2997.61 -0.02
15790.920 2997.531 1 3 1 2997.51 0.02
15791.056 2997.394 1 4 4 2997.37 0.02
15791.646 2996.804 1 4 0 2996.83 -0.03
15791.892 2996.558 6 0.02 5 4 2996.56 -0.01
15792.163 2996.287 4 0.01 5 3 2996.33 -0.04

6 6 2996.26 0.02
15792.951 2995.499 7 0.02 6 4 2995.59 -0.09

7 7 2995.57 -0.07
15793.022 2995.428 4 0.01 6 3 2995.36 0.07
15793.272 2995.178 4 0.01 7 6 2995.13 0.05
15793.430 2995.020 2 0.01 6 0 2995.06 -0.04
15793.639 2994.811 4 0.00 8 8 2994.78 0.03

0.01 7 5 2994.76 0.05
15794.158 2994.292 3 0.02 8 7 2994.28 0.02
15794.308 2994.142 2 0.02 7 3 2994.23 -0.08
15794.364 2994.086 2 0.01 7 2 2994.06 0.03
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Table 3.3 Fit of high resolution CARS data continued.

15794.550 2993.900 2 0.01 9 9 2993.90 0.01
15795.470 2992.980 1 10 10 2992.92 0.06

8 3 2992.93 0.05
15795.651 2992.799 3 0.01 8 0 2992.63 0.17

15796.694 2991.756 1 10 8 2991.71 0.05

9 4 2991.72 0.04
15797.069 2991.381 1 9 3 2991.48 -0.10
15797.870 2990.580 1 10 6 2990.77 -0.19

12 12 2990.68 -0.10

15797.969 2990.482 1 11 9 2990.50 -0.02
15798.082 2990.368 1 10 5 2990.40 -0.03
15798.148 2990.302 1 10 4 2990.10 0.20
15798.981 2989.469 1 10 0 2989.56 -0.09

13 13 2989.42 0.05



(a)

(b)

o
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2998 3000 3002
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Figure 3.14: Calculated and observed high resolution CARS spectra.
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Table 3.4 Results of fit to pressure scanned data and comparison to

literature values. Starred entries are ab initio values.

a
1

B
a

1
v

1
(0,0) Ref.

c

0.08127(30) 0.04697(23) 3004.341(34) This study.

0.085(2) 0.048(2) 3004.8(2) 88
*

0.085 95
*

0.092 0.044 3067 91

1 1
a a

B C
hotband hotband

0.08076(50) 0.04722(36) This study.

X
12

5.89(8) This study.

9.8(1.5) 89

3.6(4) 85
*

4.1,-13.1 91
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Table 3.5 Methyl radical rotational constants and calculated bond

lengths and inertial defects for various vibrational states

(v1 v2 v3 v4 ) B
v

C
v

R
v
(A) t (cm

-1
) Source

(a) (0000) 9.57789 4.74202 1.0790 0.00207 87

(b) (1000) 9.49662 4.69505 1.0836 0.00239 This work

(c) (0100) 9.25814 4.81164 1.0975 -0.00820 87

(d) (1100) 9.17738 4.76442 1.1066 -0.00803 This work

(e) (0200) 8.93320 4.87121 1.1173 -0.01860 87

(f) (0300) 8.60974 4.92655 1.1381 -0.02511 87

(g) (0010) 9.47110 4.70167 1.0851 0.00152 88

(h) (0001) 9.83186 1.0650 95

(i) equil. 9.61938 1.0767 95

(j) equil. 9.62543 1.0763 This work,

87, 88, 95

t
Based on calculated value of a

4
found in Ref. 95 and the B

B (0000)

reported above.
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equilibrium geometry towards that of the spa tetrahedral form.

However, one sees in Table 3.5 that the observed bond lengths for the

v
2

= 1, 2 and 3 states are somewhat larger than what is seen in

methane indicating a significant elongation of the C-H bond as the v2

bend is excited. For these levels, the bending amplitudes produce

"average pyramidal" structures with HCH angles of 117.5°, 116.1°, and

113.5 . For in-plane modes such as vi and v3, little change in the

bonding is expected with vibrational excitation and only a slight

increase due mainly to bond anharmonicity is seen.

The equilibrium bond length Re in the methyl radical can be

calculated from the equilibrium rotational constant, Be, given by

B =B + (al + a
2
)/2 + a

3
+ a

4
(3.5)

e 0000 B B B B

I
However even with this report of aB, only three of the four a's have

been determined experimentally. Hirota et al.
97

reported an R of
e

1.0767 A based on their experimentally determined a: and values of alB,

a
3

, a
4

B
which they calculated from an anharmonic potential function.

Using their calculated value of a: = -0.25397 cm-1, our experimental

value of al
B

= 0.08127, and experimental values of a2 = 0.31975, a3 =
B B

0.10679 from Ref. 87 and 88 respectively we obtain B = 9.6254 and R
e

= 1.0763 A This value of R is 0.0095 A shorter than the equilibrium
e

bond length found in methane.

For a planar molecule such as CH there is the moment of inertia

condition Ic=I
A
+I

B
= 21

B
. Since the experimental rotational

constants actually measure average values of I
-1

= constant/M
H
R
2

, one

does not expect the inertial defect A = 1/C 2/B to be zero except

for equilibrium values. Inertial defect values are shown in Table 3.5
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for the listed states and it may be noted that negative values are

seen only for levels which involve out of plane motion, a feature

characteristic of planar molecules. A value of a4c would be needed to

calculate C
e

to confirm that A
e

is zero but this is not available.

One can however, reverse the calculation using the expected result Ae

= 0, giving Ce = 4.8127 and a value of cc4c . -0.2540.

Anharmonicity Constant

The anharmonicity constant X12 deduced in this analysis is -5.90

cml,, somewhat larger than the value of -5.5 cm
-1

from our modeling of

the low resolution spectra and decidedly smaller than Kelly's value of

-9.8(1.5) cm-1 from low resolution resonance Raman data. We have

considered the possibility that the hot band transitions we see might

arise from other vibrational modes. One possible candidate would be

2v
1

<--- v
1
since there has been some indication that this state might be

produced on dissociation.
54

The difficulty here is that the liter-

ature value of the relevant anharmonicity constant, X11 in this case,

would place this hot band even further (22 cm-1) from the fundamental.

Alternatively excitation of the antisymmetric modes v3 or v4 has never

been observed during the dissociation process and collisional exci-

tation of these higher frequency modes is considered relatively

unlikely. No experimental values of X13 or X14 are known although

X
13

should be comparable to X
ii

since modes 1 and 3 both involve high

frequency CH stretches (which usually are quite anharmonic).

Perhaps the most compelling argument for our assignment of the

hot band transition as that involving v2 is that all of the earlier

experiments indicate the dissociation produces methyl radicals with
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this mode excited. Thus if Kelly's value of X12 were correct, our

spectra should have strong intensity components to much lower fre-

quency ranges than is observed. Further evidence suggesting Kelly's

value is too small comes from the recent azomethane photolysis studies

of Weisman et al.
96

in which v
1

+ v
2

v
2
was observed under lower

resolution and more thermalized conditions than any of our data. No

analysis of these hot band data were given by the authors however we

find good agreement in a fit of their spectrum with our refined rota-

tional
1

tional constants for a
B
and a

c
, and X12.

Finally, we comment that a possible source of error in Kelly's

reported X12 value is that it was derived from frequency values based

on unresolved band centers rather than band origins. Because of

changes in nuclear spin statistical weights for v2 = 0, 1 levels,

mentioned earlier, band contours can change significantly and we

estimate from spectral simulations that this could have given an X12

value too large by about 2 cm 1. The above considerations lead us to

conclude Kelly's value of X12 is in error and the hot band we observe

in the high resolution data is in fact due to the difference band vi +

v
2

v
2
yielding an X

12
of -5.9.

Vibrational Distributions

Using this value of X12, it is possible to simulate the "near

nascent" spectra of Figure 3.9 (a) and to test the differing liter-

ature predictions of the relative populations of v2= 1, 2, 3 produced

in the dissociation process. In Figure 3.15 the observed "near

nascent" CARS spectrum is shown along with calculated CARS spectra

48 74
based on the vibrational distributions of Lee, Houston

54
and Hall.
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of "near nascent" spectrum with calculates'
CARS spectrum assuming a vibrational distribution o:
(a) Ref. 48, (b) Ref. 53, (c) Ref. 74.
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From this we see that our results are in good accord with the latter

two distributions but not with Lee's. Recently we have learned of a

"private communication" cited in Ref. 54 in which it was stated that

Lee et al.
48

have reinvestigated the dissociation and that the new

results, although as yet unpublished, are in better agreement with

those of Houston. Thus all the experiments appear to have converged

on a distribution in which nearly equal amounts of v2 = 0, 1, 2 are

produced.

Summary and Conclusions

The work presented in this thesis has involved the development of

coherent Raman spectroscopy (CARS) to investigate the non-equilibrium

conditions produced physically, in a supersonic expansion, and chem-

ically, in the photodissociation of methyl iodide. In the case of the

former, "lattice mode" vibrations of large CO2 clusters were observed

in the low frequency region. To our knowledge, this is the first

observation by any spectroscopic technique of intermolecular

vibrations of large clusters formed in free jet expansions.

The CARS investigation of the UV photodissociation of methyl

iodide has yielded a variety of interesting results on the dis-

sociation itself and on the structure and reactivity of the methyl

radical. The initial observation of "luke warm" methyl radical

spectra at 20 200 ns photolysis/probe delays hinted that the trans-

lational energy imparted to the CH3 upon dissociation was rapidly

disposed into other degrees of freedom and thus shorter delays would
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be necessary to record a nascent spectrum and to probe the energy

transfer processes directly.

These short (5 ns) fixed delay studies were first undertaken in

the low frequency region and, while the desired pure rotational CARS

spectrum of the methyl radical was not seen, evidence for rapid

thermalization of the methyl's excess translational energy was

observed as a collisional heating of the various buffer gases

employed. Indeed T 4 R processes were seen to be so efficient that

non-Boltzmann behavior was observed in the pure rotational CARS

spectrum of oxygen when only a few collisions were allowed to occur.

Rotational temperatures of 1000K and 700K were seen as more and more

collisions took place. The reaction of CH3 with 02 was also monitored

via the pure rotational CARS signal for oxygen. No apparent loss of

0
2
was observed at the elevated temperatures, a result consistent with

thermodynamic considerations on the stability of the binary product

CH
3
-0

2
from the observed rotational distributions, the forward

reaction is not favored.

"0 delay" studies in the symmetric stretching region proved to be

most informative in determining the nascent vibrational distribution

of the methyl radical and in probing the collisional relaxational

processes which occur following dissociation. From band shape simula-

tion studies of a "near nascent" spectrum the amount of vibrational

excitation that is observed in the v
2
mode is somewhat lower than many

of the early TOF and IR fluorescence studies reported but is in good

accord with those reported by Houston53 and Hal1.74

Analysis of high resolution spectra of the methyl radical in the
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symmetric stretching region yielded accurate rotational constants for

two states: (1000), B = 9.49662 cm 1, C = 4.69505 cm

(1100), B = 9.17738 cm-1, C = 4.76442 cm
-1

-1

R
C-H

in the (1000) = 1 state was determined to be 1.0836X while the

equilibrium bond length was calculated to be 1.0706 X. From

observation of the difference band v
1

+ v
2

- v
2

the anharmonicity

constant X
12

was found to be -5.9 cm -1, significantly lower than a

-i
literature value of -9.8 cm , and arguments favoring our value are

discussed.
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Appendix A.1: Methyl radical collisions per ns, calulated using

kinetic theory of gases with T = 0.6 nm2.
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Appendix 1: FORTRAN source code for CARS fitting routines.
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PROGRAM CH3FIT
DIMENSION RHO(5000),FREQ(5000),EXPER(5000)
DIMENSION SIGNAL(5000)
DIMENSION FILNM(4)
LOGICAL*1 IANS
DIMENSION XP(5000),XPP(5000),CON(5000)

C

C THIS IS A MODIFIED VERSION OF BJB'S CF3CAL PROGRAM FOR USE =

C WITH THE METHYL RADICAL SPECTRA.

C CHANGES INCLUDE INCLUSION OF HOT BAND TRANSITIONS,
C VARIABLE RESOLUTION ELEMENT, USE OF A VOIGHT PROFILE
C INSTRUMENT FUNCTION RATHER THAN A STRAIGHT LORENTZIAN
C AND EASIER (LESS TYPING BY USER) INTERACTIVE FITTING

C Nancy Triggs 10 Nov 89
C

C

C
5 TYPE *, '

TYPE *,
TEMP=300
XINON=0.1
BEGIN=3004.346
FLOW=2998
FHIGH=3006
GAMMA=0.03
FWHH=0.05
CSTEP=0.02
ALPHAB=-0.08127
ALPHAC=-0.04697
FGAUSS=.9

6 FORMAT(G15.5)
10 TYPE *, ' TEMPERATURE =', TEMP

ACCEPT 6, DUM
IF(DUM.NE.0)TEMP=DUM
TYPE *, ' FRATION OF NONRES CONT', XINON
ACCEPT 6, DUM
IF(DUM.NE.0)XINON=DUM
TYPE *, ' BAND ORIGIN ', BEGIN
ACCEPT 6, DUM
IF(DUM.NE.0)BEGIN=DUM
TYPE *, ' BEGINNING FREQUENCY ', FLOW
ACCEPT 6, DUM
IF(DUM.NE.0)FLOW=DUM
TYPE *, ' ENDING FREQUENCY ', FHIGH
ACCEPT 6, DUM
IF(DUM.NE.0)FHIGH=DUM
TYPE *, ' STEP SIZE FOR CARS CALC CSTEP
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ACCEPT 6, DUM
IF(DUM.NE.0)CSTEP=DUM
TYPE *, ' NATURAL LINEWIDTH ', GAMMA
ACCEPT 6, DUM
IF(DUM.NE.0)GAMMA=DUM
TYPE *, ' LASER BAND WIDTH ', FWHH
ACCEPT 6, DUM
IF(DUM.NE.0)FWHH=DUM
TYPE *, 'FRACTION GAUSSIAN CHARACTER ',FGAUSS
ACCEPT 6, DUM
IF(DUM.NE.0)FGAUSS=DUM
TYPE *,' ALPHAB IN CM-1 ',ALPHAB
ACCEPT 6, DUM
IF(DUM.NE.0)ALPHAB =DUM
TYPE *, ' ALPHAC IN CM-1 ',ALPHAC
ACCEPT 6,DUM
IF(DUM.NE.0)ALPHAC=DUM
NPTS= (FHIGH-FLOW)/CSTEP+1
IF (NPTS.LT. 5000.AND. NPTS.GT.0) GOTO 20
TYPE *, ' TOO MANY POINTS, TRY AGAIN '

GOTO 10
20 TYPE *, '

TYPE *, ' PARAMETERS ARE SET AS FOLLOWS: '

TYPE *, "
TYPE *, ' NPTS= ',NPTS
TYPE *, ' TEMPERATURE =', TEMP
TYPE *, ' ALPHAB = ALPHAB
TYPE *, ' ALPHAC = ALPHAC
TYPE *, ' FRACTION OF NONRES CONT', XINON
TYPE *, ' BAND ORIGIN ', BEGIN
TYPE *, ' BEGINNING FREQUENCY ', FLOW
TYPE *, ' ENDING FREQUENCY ', FHIGH
TYPE *, ' STEP SIZE FOR CARS CALC CSTEP
TYPE *, ' NATURAL LINEWIDTH ', GAMMA
TYPE *, ' LASER BAND WIDTH ', FWHH
TYPE *, 'FRACTION GAUSSIAN CHARACTER ',FGAUSS
TYPE *, "

C TYPE *, ' ARE YOU HAPPY? '

C ACCEPT 30, IANS
30 FORMAT (A2)

C IF (IANS .EQ. 'N') GOTO 10
C

MCON= 1+(4.9-3.4*FGAUSS)*FWHH/CSTEP
FLO=FLOW-CSTEP*MCON
FHI=FHIGH + CSTEP*MCON
NPTS=(FHI-FLO)/CSTEP+1
S=CSTEP
T=TEMP
CALL BOLTZMANN(T,NPTS,FLO,FHI,BEGIN,RHO,FREQ,S,ALPHAC,ALPHAB)

C

C CALCULATE A CARS SPECTRUM BASED ON THE WEIGHTS STORED IN RHO
C AS RETURNED FROM BOLTZMANN
C
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C Clear the arrays for the real and imaginary parts of XHI3
C

DO 1215 1=1,5000
XP(I)=0.
XPP(I)=0.

1215 CONTINUE
C

C Calculate real and imaginary parts of 3rd order
C polarizability
C

DO 1231 I=1,NPTS
WP=FREQ(1)+(I-1)*CSTEP
GAMMA2=GAMMA**2
DO 1230 J=1,NPTS
DELTAJ=FREQ(J)-WP
TERM=RHO(J)*DELTAJ/(4.*DELTAJ**2+GAMMA2)
XP(I)=XP(I)+TERM
TERM2=RHO(J)*GAMMA/(4.*DELTAJ**2+GAMMA2)
XPP(I)=XPP(I)+TERM2

1230 CONTINUE
XP(I)=2.*XP(I)

1231 CONTINUE
BIG=0.
DO 1299 I=1,NPTS
IF(ABS(XPP(I)).GE.BIG)BIG=ABS(XPP(I))

1299 CONTINUE
C

C Sum the real resonant susceptibility with the nonresonant
C susceptibility. Then square both the real and imaginary arrays.

DO 1300 I=1,NPTS
XP(I)=XP(I)+BIG*XINON
XP(I)=XP(I)**2
XPP(I)=XPP(I)**2

1300 CONTINUE
C

C Calculate the total signal intensity by summing real and
C imaginary parts of third order susceptibility
C

1324 DO 1325 I=1,NPTS
XP(I)=XP(I)+XPP(I)

1325 CONTINUE
C

C

C Convolute the naturally broadened CARS spectrum with the
C dye laser band width to account for experimental line
C widths
C

C THIS IS BJB'S STRAIGHT LORENTZIAN
C

C1330 WCON=FWHH/2./CSTEP
C NPCON=10.*WCON+1.5
C DUM=(NPCON-1.)



C CNORM=WCON*ATAN(DUM/WCON)
C CNORM=1./(2.*CNORM)
C DO 5100 I=1,NPCON
C CON(I)=CNORM/(1.+((I-1.)/WCON)**2)
C 5100 CONTINUE
C

C LET'S TRY A VOIGHT PROFILE
C LINE SHAPE GENERATION
C

RES= FWHH/CSTEP
F_GAUSS1=0.78213/RES
F_GAUSS2=2.7726/(RES)**2
F_LOREN1=0.63662/RES
F_LOREN2=4/(RES)**2
DO 5100 K=1,MCON
GAUSS=F_GAUSS1*EXP( -F_GAUSS2*(K -1)*(K -1))

FLOREN=F_LOREN1/(1+F_LOREN2*(K -1)*(K -1))
CON(K)=GAUSS*FGAUSS+(1-FGAUSS)*FLOREN

5100 CONTINUE
C

C
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JMAX=MCON-1
DO 5300 I=JMAX+1,NPTS-JMAX
SIGNAL(I)=0.
DO 5300 J=-JMAX,JMAX
JPOS=IABS(J)+1
SIGNAL(I)=SIGNAL(I)+CON(JPOS)*XP(I+J)

5300 CONTINUE
DO 5400 I=1,NPTS-2.*JMAX
SIGNAL(I)=SIGNAL(I+JMAX)
FREQ(I)=FREQ(I+JMAX)
XP(I)=XP(I+JMAX)

5400 CONTINUE
NPTS=(FHIGH-FLOW)/CSTEP

1326 FORMAT(A1)
CALL GRAPH(FLOW,CSTEP,SIGNAL,EXPER,NPTS)

5450 TYPE *, ' WRITE TO DISK? '

ACCEPT 1326, IANS
IF (IANS.EQ.'N'.011.IANS.EQ.'n')GOTO 10
ISIZE=FLOAT(NPTS)/20.+1.
OPEN(UNIT=3, STATUS='NEW', NAME 'CARS.DAT',INITIAL
SIZE=ISIZE)
DO 5500 J=1,NPTS

C SIGNAL(J)=(SIGNAL(J)**0.5)
5500 WRITE (3,*)FREQ(J),SIGNAL(J)

GOTO 10
9999 STOP

END
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SUBROUTINE BOLTZMANN(TEMP,NFTS,FLO,FHI,BEGIN,RHO,FREQ,CSTEP,AC,AB)
DIMENSION RHO(1),FREQ(1)
DIMENSION BOLTZ(5000), V(5),FREQ1(5000)

c**********************************************************************

C

C BOLTZMANN
C *

C Calculates a Boltzmann rotational distribution for the CH3
C photofragment. You can include 1 hotband due to population
C in v=1,2,3 of the umbrella mode. You can assign a weight to
C each of these transitions relative to the (1,0) transition.
C

C *

C USAGE:
C *

C CALL BOLTZMANN(TEMP,NPTS,FLO,FHI,BEGIN,RHO,FREQ,CSTEP,AC,AB)
C *

C WHERE:

C *

C TEMP = Temperature in Kelvin
C NPTS = Number of data points in the array RHO
C FLO = Energy of first data point in RHO
C FHI = Energy of last data point in RHO
C BEGIN = Frequency of the N=K=0 to N'=K'=0 transition
C RHO = Array containing weighting factors for CARS
C transitions in cstep frequency windows
C FREQ = Array of frequency values corresponding to the
C data points in the array RHO
C CSTEP = space between data points
C AC and AB = alphac and alphab
C *

C Rotational Constants from Yamada, Hirota and Kawaguchi
C JCP 75, 5256 (1981).
C *

C This progam started out as BJB's CF3 BOLTZMAN program back in
C April and has been continually evolving as new experimental
C results deem it necessary. With the inclusion of hot bands it
C has become a very different program.
C The output will still be two arrays FREQ and RHO that one can
C use to calculate a CARS spectrum etc.
C *

C Nancy Triggs 10 November 89
C *
c**********************************************************************

C

C

ALPB1 = AB
ALPC1 = AC

C

C

C ALPB2=ALPB1
C ALPC2=ALPC1

B0=9.57784



C

C

C

C

7990
C

C

C
C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

CO=4.74202

B1=9.25814
C1=4.81164
B2 =8. 93320

C2 =4. 87121

B3=8.60974
C3 =4. 92655

QUERY FOR HOT BAND ALPHAS AND ANHARMONICITIES

TYPE *,
ACCEPT
IF(DUM.

TYPE *,
ACCEPT
IF(DUM.

'ALPHAB2= ',ALPB2
7990, DUM
NE.0)ALPB2=DUM

' ALPHAC2 = ',ALPC2
7990, DUM
NE.0)ALPC2=DUM

TYPE *, ' X12 =',X12, ' (99. = 0) '

ACCEPT 7990, DUM
IF( DUM.NE.O )X12=DUM
IF (DUM.EQ.99.)X12=0.
FORMAT (G15.5)

JMAX=20

TYPE *, 'DO YOU WANT TO WRITE THE TRANSITION PARAMETERS?'
TYPE *, ' 1=YES 0 = NO '

ACCEPT*, ITF

TYPE *, ' WEIGHT OF NU2 V=1 ',V(1),' (99. = 0) '

ACCEPT 7990, DUM
IF( DUM.NE.O )V(1)=DUM
IF (DUM.EQ.99.)V(1)=0.
TYPE *, ' WEIGHT OF NU2 V=2 ',V(2),' (99. = 0) '

ACCEPT 7990, DUM
IF( DUM.NE.O )V(2)=DUM
IF (DUM.EQ.99.)V(2)=0.
TYPE *, ' WEIGHT OF NU2 V=3 ',V(3),' (99. = 0) '

ACCEPT 7990, DUM
IF( DUM.NE.O )V(3)=DUM
IF (DUM.EQ.99.)V(3)=0.

ITF =O

TYPE *, "
TYPE *, ' CALCULATING AND SORTING ETC. '

Initialize ARRAYS IPTS and DUM

DUM=3
IPTS =O

124
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DO 8000 1=1,5000
RHO(I)=0.
BOLTZ(I)=0.
FREQ1(I)=0.
FREQ(I)=0.

8000 CONTINUE
C

C Are we going to write a file?
C

C

IF (ITF.NE.1)GOTO 8100

8010 OPEN(UNIT=3,TYPE='NEW',NAME='BOLTZ.DAT',INITIAL SIZE=200,ERR=8
*020)

WRITE (3,8012)ALPB2,ALPC2,X12
8012 FORMAT(' ALPB2= ',F8.5,'ALPC2= ',F8.5,' X12 = ',F8.5)

WRITE(3,8015)
8015 FORMAT(' J K SPIN BOLTZ TRANS FR')

GOTO 8100
8020 TYPE *,' ERROR OPENING FILE '

GOTO 8010
C

C Begin calculating frequencies of Q branch transitions.
C Selection rules are delta N = delata K = 0.
C

8100 DO 8500 N=0,JMAX
AN=N
DUM=3
DO 8500 K=0,N

C

C Calculate the lower state's rotational energy associated with
C N,K
C

8110 ENERGY=B0*AN*(AN+1.)+(CO-B0)*FLOAT(K)**2
ENERGY1=B1*AN*(AN+1)+(C1-B1)*FLOAT(K)**2
ENERGY2=B2*AN*(AN+1.)+(C2-B2)*FLOAT(K)**2
ENERGY3=B3*AN*(AN+1.)+(C3-B3)*FLOAT(K)**2

C

C Calculate the Boltzmann factor for the given N,K state.
C Include nuclear spin, K, and N degeneracies.
C The way it all works out is:
C V=0,2,4,6,...
c N=even, K=0, wt of 4
c N odd K=0 wt of 0
c N even or odd, K=3,6,9,... wt of 4
c all other wt of 2
C For odd V, the N = odd K = 0 have a wt of 4
C whereas the N=even K= 0 are 0 rest same.
8120 TEST=(-1)**N

SPIN_O=4
SPIN_1=4
IF (K.NE. 0)GOTO 8130
IF(TEST. LT. 0)SPIN_0 =0

IF(SPIN_O.EQ.4)SPIN_1=0
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GOTO 8150
8130 IF(DUM.EQ.K)GOTO 8140

SPIN_0 =2

SPIN_1=2
GOTO 8150

8140 DUM=DUM+3

8150 EVEN=SPIN_O*(2.*AN+1)
ODD=SPIN_1*(2.*AN+1)

C

C
C Now calculate the Q branch transition frequency and Boltzmann
C factor for the (0,1) transition and each hot band.
C Stick them in temporary arrays Freql and Boltz for sorting later
C

C

C

C

C

C

FREQ1(IPTS)=BEGIN+ALPB1*AN*(AN+1)+(ALPC1-ALPB1)*FLOAT(K)**2
BOLTZ(IPTS)=EVEN*EXP(-1.43879*ENERGY/TEMP)
IPTS=IPTS+1

FREQ1(IPTS)=BEGIN+ALPB2*AN*(AN+1)+(ALPC2-ALPB2)*FLOAT(K)**2+X12
BOLTZ(IPTS)=ODD*V(1)*EXP(-1.43879*ENERGY1/TEMP)
IPTS=IPTS+1

FREQ1(IPTS)=FREQ1(IPTS-1)+X12
BOLTZ(IPTS)=EVEN*V(2)*EXP(-1.43879*ENERGY2/TEMP)
IPTS=IPTS+1

FREQ1(IPTS)=FREQ1(IPTS-1)+X12
BOLTZ(IPTS)=ODD*V(3)*EXP(-1.43879*ENERGY3/TEMP)
IPTS=IPTS+1

IF (ITF.NE.1)GOTO 8500

WRITE (3,8310)AN,K,SPIN_O,BOLTZ(IPTS-1),FREQ1(IPTS-1)
8310 FORMAT(F4.0,2X,I2,2X,F4.0,2X,F8.2,F8.2)
8500 CONTINUE

C

C IF (ITF.EQ.1)CLOSE(UNIT=3)
C
C Now sort FREQ1 and BOLTZ by increasing frequency
C

N=IPTS-1
NN=N-1
DO 8510 J=1,NN

C

C FIND THE LOCATION L OF THE SMALLEST FREQUENCY
C

L=J
JJ=J+1

DO 8520 I=JJ,N
IF (FREQ1(L).LT.FREQ1(I)) GOTO 8520
L = I

8520 CONTINUE
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C
C NOW SWAP FREQUENCY(L) WITH FREQUENCY(J) AND
C BOLTZ(L) WITH BOLTZ(J)
C

T=FREQ1(L)
FREQ1(L)=FREQ1(J)
FREQ1(J)=T
T=BOLTZ(L)
BOLTZ(L)=BOLTZ(J)
BOLTZ(J)=T

8510 CONTINUE
C

C THROW OUT ALL ELEMENTS OF BOLTZ AND FREQ
C THAT ARE LESS THAN FLO
C

DO 8530 K=1,IPTS
IF (FREQ1(K).GE.FLO)GOTO 8540

8530 CONTINUE
8540 DO 8545 L=1,IPTS-K

BOLTZ(L)=BOLTZ(K+L)
FREQ1(L)=FREQ1(L+K)

8545 CONTINUE
C

C NOW BIN THE BOLTZMANN FACTORS
C INTO CSTEP FREQUENCY ITERVALS
C

8560 FREQ(1)=FLO
N=1

DO 8600 K=1,NPTS
FREQ(K+1)=FLO+K*CSTEP

8610 IF(FREQ(K).LT.FREQ1(N).AND.FREQ1(N).LE.FREQ(K+1)) THEN
RHO(K)=RHO(K)+BOLTZ(N)
N=N+1
GOTO 8610

ELSE
GOTO 8600

ENDIF
8600 CONTINUE

IF(ITF .NE. 1)GOTO 9999
DO 8700 J=1,NPTS

8700 WRITE (3,*) FREQ(J),RHO(J)
CLOSE (UNIT=3)

9999 RETURN
END



SUBROUTINE GRAPH(SMIN,SSTEP,SIGNAL,EXPER,NPTS)

DIMENSION SIGNAL(1),X(5000),Y(5000),X2(5000),Y2(5000)
DIMENSION EXPER(1)
BYTE CHAR(5000)
COMMON/CIL/IPENX,IPENY,IPS,IPC,IPCN,FACR,XM,SIZES,SIZEN,
1 SIZEL, TICK, STEP, XSPAC, IPNAB, ITAPE, IB, IBC, IBYTE,

1 IBASE,IMMET
COMMON/CAXIS/XMIN,XINC,YMIN,YINC,XMIND,XINCD,YMIND,YINCD,
1 SIZELB,SIZECH,TANGLE,NXDIG,NXDEC,NYDIG,NYDEC,
1 NCXBT,NCYBT,NTXBL,NTYBL
LOGICAL*1 ER(2),IANS

c****************************************************************

C *
C GRAPH
C *
C Plots calculated CARS spectra
C *
C *
C USAGE:

C *
C CALL GRAPH(SMIN,SSTEP,SIGNAL,EXPER,NPTS)
C *
C WHERE:

C *
C SMIN = Frequency of first data point in the
C array SIGNAL
C SSTEP = Step size between points in SIGNAL
C SIGNAL= Data file to be plotted
C NPTS = Number of points in SIGNAL
C *
C EXPER = EXPERIMENTAL DATA
C *
C Brian Bozlee
C Oct. 1985
C Edited for Use with CH3FIT NET
C *

c****************************************************************

BIG=0.
SMALL =1. E8

C FITL0=2998.
C FITHI=3006.

DO 100 1=1,5000
C

C Set up CHAR so that the data points are plotted as dots
C connected by straight lines for the calculated spectrum
C

C

C

C

CHAR(I)=0

Calculate the X array for plotting the calculated spectrum

X(I)=FLOAT(I-1)*SSTEP+SMIN
IF(SIGNAL(I).LE.SMALL)SMALL=SIGNAL(I)

128
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IF(SIGNAL(I).GE.BIG)BIG=SIGNAL(I)
100 CONTINUE

IF(BIG.GT.0.1)GOTO 110
TYPE *, ' SIGNAL ARRAY ZERO '
GOTO 999

C
C QUERY FOR NEW DATA AND FIT RANGE
CC
110 TYPE *,' Read in new data file??'

ACCEPT 105,IANS
IF(IANS.EQ.'N')G0 TO 560
IF(IANS.NE.'Y')GO TO 110
TYPE *,' Low freq for fitting',FITLO
ACCEPT 521,DUM
IF(DUM.NE.0)FITLO=DUM
TYPE *,' High freq. for fitting ',FITHI
ACCEPT 521,DUM
IF(DUM.NE.0)FITHI=DUM
BIGY2=0.
INDEX=1
OPEN(UNIT=3,TYPE ='OLD',FILE='EXFILE.DAT',READONLY)
READ(3,*)NPTSE
DO 520 I=1,NPTSE
READ(3,*)DUM1,DUM2
IF(DUM1.LE.FITLO)GOTO 520
X2(INDEX)=DUM1
Y2(INDEX)=DUM2
IF(Y2(INDEX).GT.BIGY2)BIGY2=Y2(INDEX)
Y2(INDEX)=Y2(INDEX)+3
INDEX=INDEX+1

520 CONTINUE
550 CLOSE(UNIT=3)

C

C SCALE THE CALCULATED FILE SO IT CAN BE PLOTTED WITH
C THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA.
C

C FIND THE LARGEST DATA POINT IN THE CALCULATED DATA
C WITHIN FITLO AND FITHI
C
560 BIGY =O.

INDEX=1
DO 575 K=1,NPTS
IF(X(K).LT.FITLO )GOTO 575
Y(INDEX)=SIGNAL(K)
X(INDEX)=X(K)
IF(Y(INDEX).GT.BIGY)BIGY=Y(INDEX)
INDEX=INDEX+1

575 CONTINUE
NPTSY=INDEX-1

C

C SCALE THE CALCUALTED SIGNAL
C

FACTOR=BIGY2/BIGY
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DO 570 J=1,NPTSY
Y(J)=Y(J)*FACTOR

570 CONTINUE
Y(NPTSY)=BIGY2+3.

309 FORMAT(G15.5)
C

C Call plotting subroutine for Selanar display
C

580 CALL TPLTI
CALL PLOT_DEVICE2(5,6,20)
CALL PLOT_COLOR(1,2)
SIZES =2.
SIZEN = 13.
SIZEL = 15.

C IF(IANS.EQ.'Y'.0R.IANS.EQ.'y') goto 590
C CALL TPLT(X,SIGNAL,CHAR,NPTS,400,380,100,50,'
C 1 ",4012)
C GOTO 800
590 CALL TPLT(X,Y,CHAR,NPTSY,400,380,100,50,'

1 ",4012)
TYPE *, ' PLOT DATA ? 1=YES '

ACCEPT *,JANS
IF(JANS.NE.1)GOTO 801
DO 600 1=1,5000
CHAR(I)=0

600 CONTINUE
CALL ENPLT(X2,Y2,CHAR,NPTSY,400,380,100,50,4012)

800 CALL END_PLOT
801 PAUSE 'Type CONTINUE when ready to erase'

ER(1)=27
ER(2)=12
TYPE 101,ER

C

C Query for plot on Zeta plotter
C
C CALL ZPQ
C

C Query for plot on the LCAO printer
C

CALL PXHQ
521 FORMAT(G15.5)
101 FORMAT(1X,2A1)
105 FORMAT(A2)
999 RETURN

END



SUBROUTINE DISK(FLOW,FHIGH,CSTEP,SIGNAL)

DIMENSION SIGNAL(1),FILNM(4)
Cyr** *** **********************************************************

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C
C

C
C
C

C
C

C
C
C *** * ****** ********** * * * *** * ****

5 NPTS=(FHIGH-FLOW)/CSTEP+
ISIZE=FLOAT(NPTS)/20.+1.
OPEN(UNIT=3,STATUS='NEW'

*ISIZE,ERR=5)
WRITE(3,*) FLOW
WRITE(3,*) CSTEP
DO 1600 I=1,NPTS
WRITE(3,*) SIGNAL(I)

1600 CONTINUE
CLOSE(UNIT=3)
RETURN
END

DISK

Writes a file to the hard disk

USAGE:

CALL DISK(FLOW,FHIGH,CSTEP,SIGNAL)

WHERE:

FLOW = Frequency associated with the first
data point in SIGNAL

FHIGH = Frequency associated with the last
data point in SIGNAL

CSTEP = Spacing between points in SIGNAL
SIGNAL= Array of data points

Brian Bozlee
Oct. 1985

*******************

1.

,NAME='CARSFL.DAT',

**************

INITIAL SIZE =

131
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2992 2994 2996

WAVENUMBERS

2998 3000

2992 2994 2996 2998 3000

WAVENUMBERS

Appendix A.J Hign resoultion methyl radical CARS spectra and
iodine fluorescence spectra used in calibration
procedure.
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